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INTRODUCTION

A'v radio receiver consists °Ill number of separate 'stages', suitably
interconnected, Cart stage representing the equivalent of an

electronic 'building block'. The three basic 'blocks' area bud circuit,
10 extract radio signals from the ether; I deka*, to turn these radio
signals into audio _fitful, signals (or af); and an electrommehanical
levier to turn these f signals into sound (either headphones or a

loudspeaker).
Thus the simplest combination of 'blocks' is:

I
w

This combination has the particular limitation of providing only
very low strength of signals-so weak, in fact, that they would certainly
not work a speaker, and only give very weak signal strength in phones.
Without going to more 'blocks' the only way to improve 'listening
strength' is to add an external

I I

Marls better results are poraiblc by adding
one whieh magnign or ampliGn the signal ro".7,1,17;=t;'"2:=1.!".
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This four.block combination can work quite well, and att external aerial
may not be necessary ialthough an advantage in some cases). Also it
can be made to operate a speaker.

11.-1
7totsd

...sm... I

There are limits to what can be done with of amplificrs ahest
magnify 'noise' and distortion, as well as the required of signals. Thus
a further step, is to add mother block to imprenx the signal quality in
some way or another hefore detection and amplification. At this point
it should also be possible to dispense with an external aerial.

A simple solution to the 'improving' block is a regenerative circuit,
which may also be designed to work as a detector as well. The inOle or
less universal solution in modern radio ITCBINCT design, however, is dm
mloption o1 a niperhei front end. This has the effect of extracting a

INTRODUCTION

signal frequency intermediate between the radio fitqumry (d) picked up
by the tuned circuit, which Minimal. _Pogue, (if) can Meg be
amplified before being passod to the detector stage.

1=311 E:311=1
11.t. wypeorked

I

1..1. wry:milked

That, in fact, ism far as it a MCC., LO go for satisfactory reception
of long wave and medium wave frequencies-or amplitude modulated
(AM) broadcasts. V, High Frequency (VHF) or Frequency Modu-
lated (FM) broadcasts, however, pose further problems for the maim
of the rf signal is different, a. as the signal frequency being much
higher. The later means that the conventional form of tuned circuit
for AM (usually comprising a ferrite rod aerial) is no longer suitable.
Instead an external dipole aerial is necessary. &paha working is mote
or las obligatory, so the building blocks now become:

r,e1.7I,

11=0
V, s.'
It= I

I 1
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Because of the higher signal frequency at which FM is broadcast, it
is also desirable to yotempify the incoming rf signal, so one more bloci
can be added with advantage:

C2=1
enrimi.

$0:1C"!:(Y;11C'=?Ze"::Ybni'litsrichaV,
being &fleeted by wavechInge switch:

AU section

INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose add. book to describe and illustrate the design .d
working characteristics of the armour 'blocks' from which radio

can be constructed. In some casts there are More or less
standard designs which have evolved, e.g. for ton. circuit, AM .d
FM detect, somber mixermdllators, if ampfificrs and of amplifiers.
It would be difficult to improve on them with Idol* construction.
The main field for experiment is possible combinations of these various
'blocks'-and in particular the manner in which they should be con
meted together or assipkd for most efficient working.

By treating Al the major subjects separately it A hoped that the
various design principles will have been made clear-and also how
'standard. types of boxes' can be connected together to make a working
unit. It A also shown how additional simple circuits can he incorporated
to improve the performance of .y bask design.



CHAPTER

AERIAL CIRCUITS

HE conventional aerial Of 3111fla af311.1 COMp1i213 3 varithle
.L capacitor in parallel with an inductance (physic -ally, a thil). The

frequency, (I) at which such a circuit is rersnam is given by:

r '

thx/LC
( = frequency in He

L inductance in hen,
C capacitance in farads

A practical version of this formula is:

= ill0000
"LC

f frequency in kHz
where L inductance in microhenrys 04/1)

C capacitance in picofarads (pF)

It mn be noted here that a practical inductance will 31110 have a

certain amount of mirth, and so the equivalent circuit is as Mown in
the second diagram in Fig. 1. The presence of such resistance does not
affect the resonant Aqua, of the circuit but only the slot/mat of the
resonance of the circuit. This controls the quality factor of the tuned
circuit Isis later). The practical capacitance also has a certain amount
of resistance, but this is normally negligible except at very high
frequencies (go MHz and above).

By fixing one component value (e.g. inductance) and making the
other variable (e.g. capacitance) it it possible to adjust or tune the
circuit over a range of resonant frequencies. Theoretically, on this
I.sis, it it possible to design a tuned circuit to cover the whole range of
broadcast frequencies from the 'top (wavelength) end of the long wave
I.nd (go kHz) to the 'bottom' (wavelength) end of the VHF band

13



tnamdicd dc cloctrleol e%pivdentt

t Caparitance (C) and inductance (1.) forming a tuned circuit.

(300 MHz). Thir is not a realistic 501111i011, and so tuned circuits arc
dmigned separately to cover individual broadcast bands, e.g.

Lang ICON (or low frequency) -3o -loo kHz
Medieen twat (or medium frequency)-3oo-3000 kHz
Slott mare (or high frequency) --3-3o MHz
VIIF-go-po MHz

In practia, tuned circuits are designed to cover the actual spread of
broadcast stations operating in these bands, e.g.

Long wave-50-tso kHz
Medium wave--5oo,00 kHz
Short wave -1.8-28 ItilHz
VHF -88-10o MHz

A significant fact is that the actual frequency range covered increases
anniderably with decreasing wavelength of these broadcast bands, e.g.

Long wave-range covered too,000 Hz.
Medium wave-range covered t,000,noo Hz.
Short wave --range covered 26,000,000 Hz.
VHF-range coveted ta,00moo Hz.
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Thus at f 600 ItH.,

at f= 1400 kHz,
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_ (Mo omri.

06o noor
(P.)

II:12 400, SILy oo 000

Os.).
= e,goo, say tp000

For a fixed value of inductance, maximum capacity will be required
to tune to the bwest (.y, i.e. the highest calculated value of LC

required. Typically available variable .pacities offer a range of o-200

pf or ci-.600 pf. Choosing t. o-yro pf size, at ITILOCORDID capacity:

or inductance rx4r'sir'ecl-',...'"aoo7nicrohenrys.

Using the same inductance, the 111311,41.91 capacitance required to tune

to the other end of the band (1600 kHz) would .:

or7LC-in'i5snit'dc'rorenrys

Thus a zoo inductance would . a suitable match to a o-soo pf
capacitor to cover the range required.

To simplify the coil design we can 'guesstimate' a length of
and a coil diameter of t in. Interring these values in the appropriate
formula:

inductance pH
9(°x.5

teolyzN.

Inserting the value of inductance required (zoo rili) and solving for
number of tums:

N
te7tya

= tog rums, or say too toms.
,6

AERIAL Clamours
Close winding too turns of wire the length of 1 in. would permit the

use of a maximum vein size of 0.61 in., say 36 I.,. To use a larger
wire sire it would be necessary to increase the length oldie coil and re-
calculate the number of rum required accordingly.

A font.-uun coil would requite more turns; artd a shon-wave coil less
turns (perhaps only one or two turn*

Q Factor
The effect of resits:me in the tuned circuit is shown in simple diagram-

matic form in Fig. 3, representative of a resonant circuit. The current

j.

,ecor.31

dloyernrnelic only

Fig. 3 The elTeci d mitt.nee Q actor on IhmTnese of tun..
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flowing in a resonant circuit peaks at the resonant frequency and falb
off sharply on either side. The lower the resisteous present, the high the
peak (more current flowing) and the sharper A A (the sharper the
tuning). Resistance values shown arc nominal only to illustrate this

effect.
This can be put another way. The shape of the resonant curve is

dependent on the respective vaines of the rtnetanee on either the coil or
capacitor and the resistance present The ratio of the two is known OS

the Q factor, when

0 reactance (X)
resistance (R)

Reactance, in ohms, can be calculated from .e following formulas:

In the use of an inductance, Xt. = as IL
In the case of a capacitor, Xc = t IL

At resonant frequency the reactance of a Al and capacitor arc the
same, so A does not matter which is considered. A simple calculation
will prove this, taking the previous values calculated and a resonant
frequency of Soo kHz, namely:

inductance = 2(sp,sH
capacitance = sop pA

Thus Xt. = s. zyso x to* x soo x = 6s8 ohms
Xc soo x Id x Soo x to-lt = 6s8 ohms

The Asia., refers to the dynureir resistance to II currents in the
circuit, not the de resistance. Dynamic resistance is generally known as
int...damn% the case of a simple air -cored coil, dynamic resistance re,
rise up to too ohms or more, yielding a Qof less than to. V, much
more efficient coils cm be produced with Q fames ranging up to too
(or very much higher in certain cases). These are invariably wound on

non -conducting magnetic core, either of ferrite or icon dust bound
together with an insulator. The actual value of Q achieved has the
sane effect as that illustrated in Fig. 3. The higher the Q value A,
sharper, and higher, the peak of the cur. With decreluing Q value
the tuning becomes broader and the peak value is reduced as shown in
Fig. 3. Sharpness of tuning is always desirable in radio receivers as it

count. coil

11 11

'"17pl
Yab

fortIte red wlptp

Ftg. a N.< rams of aerial :11 wcamd an a ferrite rod or fcrrite

gives good selortinit, or the ability to separate one station from another
when 1111. two arc clotcly maced on the frequency hand, but see later
under .11odadatd Signals.

Ferrite Rod Aerials
In Ample tcmts introduction a ferrite or similar magnetic material

core to a coil greatly int-rearm its inductance. This rarato that the coil

can be made much more compact thus requiring less wire length and
less retistance. A smaller wire sire can alio be used without intriducing
.marie resistance. Unfortunately no simple (unlink. apply for thev

deAgn ors°. coil, for the Are and number of turns required are related

to the sire and type of magnetic core material used. They are therefore

detigned on empirical or send -empirical lines, the latter using charts
related to the specific material properties.

Simple coils of thin type are wound on standard Arm of ferrite rod

or fertile dab, either as tapped coils or inductively COO pled coils-
Fig. 4. Some design data are given in Table (mid of chapter).

One other advantage offered by 'cored' coil is that their inductance
can be varied, if °creams-, by altering the position of the coil on the
core. This can be a ye, useful feature for adjusting the resonant
(eminency range of a tuned circuit independent of the variable capacitor,
e.g. for setting up or 'trimming. purposes. Once adjusted in this way,
the coil is then usually locked to the core (e.g. with adhesive or hard

wax) to ensure that it rtmaim at a fixed inductance.
The 'Q. of a coil can be further influenced by special fore. of



,AUTOTFIANSFCCIME11. tec.e.g point

Increases SELECTIVITY

Irv -maxis SENSITIVITY

Fig. 5 Tbc upplq point on thc Ica, coil Allem selectivity and .anatininn

winding, which can only be tackled SU Malfully by coil winding mach-
ines. This is another reason why proprietary atrial coils are (almost)
imarinbly better than home-made coils.

Seleedvity and Sensitivity
Sriertitio or the ability to tune sharply has already been explained.

Sensitinio is the ability to amplify the very weak rf signals received in
the aerial circuit to a practical output level, both as regards signal
strength and depth of modulation. It is thm just as important as
selectivity for satisfactory receiver performance. Both selectivity and
nensitiviry increase with increasing Q, but the two are not necessarily
compatible.

Asa basic example take the dmplc fomr of tuned circuit with a
tapping point on the coil for connecting directly to the detector stage,
as in Fig. 5. The end of the coil connected us the earth of the circuit is
referred to as the'earthy' end. The tapping point on a coil normally
comes about one third the length (number of turn.) from this end of
the coiL If this tapping point 11 MA,. Up tom., the other or 'hot.
end of the mil, this will have the elreet of increasing stirranty but
reducing signal strength or ...Wry. Conversely, moving the tapping
point towards the 'earthy' e. of the coil will reduce selectivity, but
increase sensitivity. This, in fact, is one w, of adjusting the selectivity
and sensitivity of a simple tuned circuit of this type, the aim being to

QO

A ARIAL CIRCUITS

arrive at an optimum tapping point which gives roe b. possible
compromise between selectivity a. sensitivity. In practice this does
not necessarily MCA', physically altering die tapping point. With a
simple coil A SI MOIR practical to add turns al one end ASA reniove
from the other to `shire the topping point.

Moddated Signals
It A possible to increase the Q attainable from coils to NTI, high

leech, using some form a positive feedback to neutralise, or partially
neutralise, resistance A. T. would seem an ideal arrangement to
get very sharp tuning. However, tuning can be made t. sharp for a
radio receiver as, it has to accept not a single frequency represented
by the rf canier wave, but a whole band of frequencim repeat.,
the modulated signal, othenvise sonte of the af content may be 'tuned
mu. or cut off. This is partkularly true in die case of FM maim,
where the signal ropreunits a bandwidth rather than a specific 0- fre-
quency. It is in this respect, both for AM and FM radio working, that
she sudrhet receiver scores since it changes the rf carrier and its
sidebands to A single fixed frequent, known as the isterradMte fuming,
and so selectivity can be sharply Faked.

Hearing Two Stations at ones
Even thc sup.. receiver is not immune from interference, how-

ever, and simpler TCCCIVCIS considerably less so, due to what A known
as crerostoduldisa This A mused by the presence of a strong signal
nmr to, but not at, the frequency to which the receiver is tuned. If
very much stronger than the actual 'tuned' signal, it can effectively
modulate that signaL In other words, although the set A tun.
panicular carder wave which has in ORTI modulation, this
carrier is now subject to modulation from the spurious signal. Thus the
<MICR IC which the SOA tuned A actually carrying am
programmes. Hence toro natiOnS are heard timultancously.

This A something which can readily happen on the medium wave
hand, especially when A. set A tuned to a relatively weak station and
has a much stronger SILISIO0 signal proem ckse to that FKITSICUILS
frequency. The cause may not lie in improving the selectivity of a
tuned circuit so much m improving the iintonry of a detector, for A is
at this stage that the trouble will show up. Sharper tuning (i.e. better
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XICCIIVily) Should help, however, for the sharper the tuning the more
a tuned circuit will tend to reject any crossimodulation.

Cross modulation does not occur as a Nubian in the design of VHF
receive, which is why the I'M band gives better reception.

Loft Aerials
The hill is the logical to put an external aerial to improve

reception in areas where radio reception tends to be poor. It can be a
single dipole or a folded dipole, preferably arranged vertically go as to
be non -directional, or horizontally lined up with a particular train -
mining station. Its performance can be improved further with the
addition of a refintlr and clamor,. These are short lengths of wire or
tube which act as 'false' aerials (or Mout& scrub, as they are called),
with beneficial effects if they are placed in specific potitions-ere Fig. 6.

folded .(1.51
ellrocece.

rdwictor 1/10 ...loth

1./a wavolen,
6 The simple folded dipole sexist aftociattd with a redactor and disecion, of

A reflector needs to be about the Name length as a dipole or slightly
longer, located a quarter of a wavelength away (e.g. about 15 in. in the
case of a VHF radio aerial). This will have the effect of strengthening

22
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the signals corning from the other side and, more important gill, reduc-
ing interferrno from the side on which the re/lector is.

A false aerial placed on the opposite side to the reflector will have the
effect of improving the tuning characteristics of the atrial, again
provided it is the right length and in the right potation. It needs to be
shorter than a dipole and about one tenth of a wavelength ow, from
it. Its actual length and position will alter the phase relationship
between the voltage and current induced in the dipole aerial. In its
optimum position it will improve the tuning characterirtio fora signal
coming from Me director -dipole direoion. Further improvement may
be obtained by adding still more drtotors, each one 'honer than the
previous ORe. This also reduces the impedance of a dipole aerialwhich
is an advantage for eabk matching when using a fokled dipole. Folded
dipoles typically have an impedance of , ohms, although MU is
reduced by a reflector and director, They may still need a balancing
transformer or balm to match a receiver aerial circuit fed by a 73 -ohm
coaxial cable.

300 man feeder

Fig. 7 Ribbon.typc folded dipole wire trial with an rffete.r kg, impedance
of goo okra.

A simple folded dipole can be node from a single length of insulated
wire arranged in the form of an outline 'T', as shown in Fig. 7. Spacing
between the wires shouts be + in. The paralkPleg. forms Me
reader, with an effective impedance of 300 ohms. :b simple
inexpensive-indoor aerial of this type should be readily available from

23
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CHAPTER 2

AERIALS AND AERIAL COUPLING

S'2:17.1"e7iZtivveran{ve'r:"4"tLc:itInmsili'iitirc re7col

wave

internally, alth,gli this will be very directional. The rod is usually
mounted horizontally (or intended to be used in that attitude). It win
produce maximum signal strength when at rigid angles to the direction
of die transmitting station's aerial, with falling strength at any lesser
angle, rearidng a minimum when the rod is pointing Anon, the trans-
mitting aerial. This, in fact, applies to any aerial formed from a roil or
loop of wire. Maximum SignAl strength is received when A loop is in lint
with the transmitting aerial; and minimum signal (theoretically zero
signal) when the 1.sp is at right angles.

To render such an aerial non -directional it is necessary to connect it
with an external aerial, which in its 1i111,1(31 form is a length of wire
inn venically. Theoretically, at lean, such an aerial would work on
its own as a tuned circuit, if it was made a resonant length of 1, f,
etc. of a wavelength (me also x at end of chapter). This would
necessitate a very high aerial to give a, reasonable degree of signal
amplification, and also one whose length would have to be adjusted to
tune to different broadesrit frequencies.

In practice, therefore, any Shorter length can be used, connected to
conventional tuned circuit as in Fig. 8. The latter u 111C11 used to

adjust the resonant frequency of the whole. Since the actual length of
aerial .re to be used is small, compared with a wavelength, the tuned
circult can be designed to cover the normal frequency range required

in tlliapter 1. The external aerial is then regarded simply as an
appendage. Its addition will modify the performance of a tuned circuit
to some extent. The longer-and thus the more efficient it is-the
greater the modifying effect.

This is one reason why the ,erage radio receiver fined with an
internal ferrite rod aerial normally las no provision to plug in an
external aerial. Connecting an external aerial would simply mu -tune
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length and frequency of signal. it mold be high enough seriously to
interfere with the working of a tuned circuit.

The answer to this is surprisingly simple-just connect the external
aerial via a small value series capacitor, as in Fig. 9. The effective
capacitance added to the tuned circuit cannot be greater than the value
of this series capacitor and so chocaing a small value of too pf or less
will ensure that the tuned circuit is not mitt tuned to a, great extent.
Also this method of coupling prevents the tuned circuit gem being

cute.. onNal

IAD..DA:lown.0.2:,,I.toryzerolu.

be
HI NI of Dodo, [Mee, PI

cowling capacitor

WniM
cWxl

Pig. 9 Coupling capacitor bettor. an mental anial and tun...,.u limit
'capacitance effect' date catental aerial, which Pods to AID., 1...ung.

swamped by the external aerial, i.e. the two are axe/sr-coupled rather
than over-coupkd. This should improve both selectivity and sensitivity
and very large aerial lengths ran be used without upsetting the working
of a tuned circuit. On the other hand, if Al tuning of the receiver is to
be calibrated UM an external aerial attached, it would be advantageous
to use a higher value of coupling capacitor in order to make the external
aerial more effective.

As previoully noted, the greater the height of a vertical aerial the
better. However the effective length can be increased by connecting a
vertical Wire to a horisontal wire producing an auial in the form of a
large 1' or an The longer the horisontal run the greater the signal
strength generated in the vertical wire. The longer Al length of

27
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the Set, which u calibrated against the adjustable tuning range pro-
vided by its own internal tuned circuit.

In other word, if an external aerial is to be used the tuning should
be calibrated with external aerial attached. !fit 410 be provided of vs

additional facility, e.g. to improve reception on weak signals, then the
method of coupling to the misting tuned circuit needs par,icular
attention if mistuning if to be avoided. In the first ease it is possible to
connect the external aerial directly to the tunod circuk as in Fig. 8.

twlecllWly Cut

tanallivIty

*Ilona,*
tantrum
for faRterrol
oor3

Ks. 8 Extrtn31 atrial roanttlea to Llie tuna atrial circuit.

Normally it would be connected directly to the 'hoe end of the coil,
as this should give maximum uarintiOs However, better rriertiriry may
be produced if the connection is made lower down the coil, at the
expense of sensitivity. In moat practical receiver circuits, other than
ekmentary design, the aerial circuit is inductively coupled to the next

stage of die receiver. This provides variable control of the coupling,
and the posdhility of better matching of the aerial to the input require-
rnenU of the following stage.

The principal trouble associated with the use of a simple wife aerial
that it can have a considerable capacitance <41,1. The fact the length

of wire also has resistance, and thus effectively inductance, 4 why it

can work on its own as 3 tuned circuit. The actual modifying effect of
a wire aerial is not readily determinable, and varies both with its
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horizontal uire the better, with the advantage that this is easier to
arrange than vertical wiring. This again adds a directional quality to
the arra by vinue of a horizontal length which can be eliminated by
running the horizontal wire through a go -degree bend. This arrange -

em A quite suitable for accommodating in a loll or even in a single
room. Nrne: the 'directional' characteristics of a horizontal can aerial
arc the oppolite to that of a coil or loop aerial. It is most effective when
the wire is in liar with the transmitting station.

There arc more elaborate forma of teething aniali, but these are not
necessary for long -wave and medium wave reception with the high
efficiency offered front modem tuned circuits. In fact, internal ferrite
rod arnah arc generally quite adequate-except for the special require-
ments of short wave and VHF reception. Coverage of the former A too
specialised a subject for present book, but dipole aerials arc
commonplace for FM reception (err Chapter 1).

VHF Aerials
The conventional ferrite rod aerial is basically unsuitable for VHF/

FM reception because of the high inductance of the magnetic care.
This makes A impossible to accommodate the frequentirn covered (88 -
too MHz) associated with practical values of variable capacitors. A
favourite foss of aerial is a simple (teloscopic) dipole. A single (tele-
scopic) vertical aerial of resonant length may also be used in some cases.

A good aerial system A essential for tatiffactory FM radio receiven.
Requirements are also complicated by thy fart that VHF/FRI signals
are both highly directional and also polarized (i.e. radiated in a hori-
zontal or vertical plane). The first situation is met by aligning the
dipole aerial with the broadcast station tog. maximum signal strength.
The second u met by aligning the aerial in the plane of polarization.
Moat VHF/FM signals are horizontally polarized, calling for the aerial
to be aligned in a horizontal plane.

The theoretical resonant length of a dipole or An/f.rearr aerial is
cakuLated from the formula:

length =
feet

_ 5905
inches

whew I is the frequency in MHz. AERIALS AND AERIAL COUPLING

Thus to match a nominal middle frequency in the VHF range the
value off can be taken as 95 Gins, when

Length = 69
55

62itches,or say 6o inches.

Strictly speaking theoretical length should be corrected for 'end
effect' Ito, and also the size of the wire or tube used for conductors.
However since the match is only nominal to the middle of the range to
be covered, and the remnant frequency of the tuned circuit will be
ariable, the actual length used isDOEthat critical. Shorter lengths can

abo be used in multiples, e.g. go in. or 25 in. The vertical VHF aerial
can be of any of those lengths. A horizontal dipole should have afull

Go in. length. (Fig. to.) Them are other more elaborate forms of folded
dipole aerial which Can he Used. as Mentioned in Chapter1.

1,11.0Thdipole serial-ihr(ono of ssiid our! with VHF (FM)

Telescopic aerials have the advantage that a resonant length can be
adjusted for optimum effect, if necessary. Also the vertical attitude of a
telescopic dipole can be altered bythe spread. This type of

2,
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.,Trial can be designed either tofit on the back of a receiver or on a
separate stand. It is also usuallymounted roil can be adjusted direction-

ally.
Itis essential that dipole aerials be connected to the receiver tuned

circuit with a properly matched cable. Dipole aeriaJs canbe taken as

offering a purely resistive load for matching purposes, withlow or very
low reactance. Dynamic resistance or impedance is specified for various
proprietary types and these arc usually supplied with matchingcables.

A typical dipole has an impedance of about 7o ohms at the centre, and
should be connected via gu-gg ohm coaxial cable, e.g. thestandard

type o cable used for connecting aTV aerial to its set. Folded dipoles
have a higher impedance, (theoretically four times that of a simple
dipole, or typically about goo ohms), but this is reduced bythe effect

of a reflector and directors in the case of an aerial areas, of the type
already described in Chap.,.

Two methods of coupling adipole
7

at.. via impdance-matching
tramsrarmoes

Since a dipole aerial involves two leads (in the feeder), it cannot be
connected simply to a tuned circuit like a simple wire aerial. Instead,
itis normally inductively coupled to the receiver circuit. Two such

3.
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methods are shown in Fig. t I. In the first illustration the dipole aerial
is inductively coupled to the tuned circuit via a eentre-tapped trams.
former, the transformer aho providing the required impedance motels.
The second shows simpler transformer coupling (again with impedance
matching) to a prualedor circuit.which is commonly used with an FM
supethet receiver.

Table a. Reisciaamt Aerial leagths

Radio Theoretical forair 1-wacr
frequency resonant larbes

AlHa length. icier,*

I-vone

Go 3'75 14 37
::'

43

84 146 36

:"1

3-37
3,3

35
341

.74

.71
86 349 34

:Ifea 64. 67 333
g, 3'33 66 13 :66

91 346 64 37 16

Fs 3+76

Gt

Go

306
39

.5i1
'6

 The practical equivalent 6966169436 6 d,gbdr,.. th.n 6,,n,....s.1,....
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CHAPTER 3

SEMI -CONDUCTOR DIODES AND

THEIR CHARACTERISTICS

A diode is an electronic device with electrodes. Its basic action
A it that °fa rectifier, i.e. it allows current to flow in one direction but
not in the other. A mnitconductor diode alto Itas the characteristics
of a [Var., as will be explained later.

Solid state diodes consist of a P -type semi -conductor material joined
to an N -type semi -conductor material. As far conduction of electricity
is concerned, P.sytre material conducts by falSitiN carriers (known as
holes), and an material by Regalia. carriers, or electrons.

A simple combination of a P -type material and an N -type material
joined or connected together will not work. It has to be a single crystal-
line element, one aide of which is given P -type characteristics by .dojting.
with a suitable impurity, the other tide given N -type character-
istics by doping with anosher impurity. The two vanes are I.unded by
a P, junction. Mobile charges in the two materials will then tend to
diffuse across this junction, cancelling each other out and forming what
is in effect a neutral vane at the boundary, known as a cfrpfdien layer -
see Fig. :a.

Crystal

P -type
Goo.

!unction

p
1 IN

f
rotes olectrorns

Fig. as Diagrammatic n-pre..1...o. ol the production of. wanconductor diode.

',41 -CONDUCTOR DIODZI AND 1.11610. CHARACTERISTICS

Ibis depletion layer, which A extremely thin, effectively isolates the
fixed charges present in the cr,tal-positive on the N side and negative
on the P Ad.and also prevents migration a further stodge charges
across the junction, unless the potshot harrisr at the junction is igiset by
applying an external electromotive force (e4) or voltage to the device.

1_11 -L I

P1

53_0
Ooctrons hohn eloctrons

sonnets work,. twain,

Fsg. The Ivo =des of ..voluag a diodc.

A 'demonstration' circuit is in Fig. 13, using a battery for the
source of oqf and a means of varying the voltage. In the first diagram
the positive Ad e of the battery is connected to the P side of the diode.
Starting from zero and gradually increasing the voltage the first effect
A to push hold from the P towards the junction and attract
Ammons from the N materials travail:Is the junction until the potential
barrier is neutralized. lithe rayf is then increased further the diode will
become fully conducting, svith currrnt flowing through A. In other
words, applying paritior bias to the P side of the diode has turned A into
a conductor.

If WNW bias is applied to the P side) as in the second
diagram, both holes and electrons are repelled from the junction,
increasing the extent of the depletion layer. In effect the junction sets
up a back voltage equal to the applied voltage and a diode behaves
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as a nomoonductor. In pramice there will . a tarall leakage current,
although this can be negligible fora majority of applications.

The typical working charameristica of a semi -conductor diode are
shown in Fig. I.I. Note that this presentation, which is conventional, is
the opposite way round to the two diagrams in Fig. 13. In the forward
direction, increasing voltage at first has no effect until the potential

typlcd of o
Pcncll Clermanlpm

dodo at

12E1
voltapo

3.1

05 1.0

forward volrgp
1.5

14 Charstpleris. pcyht.t.ccc d 5 diode in fccw.c1 working (conducting,
AAA trvrne working (nonamducting,

barrier is neutralized. Typically this still occur at about 0, P01.1 with
a germanium diode and tc6 volts with a silicon diode. From then on,
increasing voltage increases the current flow, limited only by the
specific resistance of a diode material and any other resistance in the
ircuit. Ultimately, if the current rises to too high a figure, the diode

would become oszsrlwated and burn out.
In the reverse direction the effect of increasing voltage is a very alight

increase in leakage current up to the saturation point of the diode.
In practice the leakage current can usually lie considered constant,
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unless mcestive voltage is applied. When this occurs the diode becomes
ovemantrated and the reverse current rises sharply. If this is not limited
to a safe level by another resistance in the circuit the diode .11 overheat
and be destroyed.

One inherent limitation with royale working (apart from the pres-
ence of 2 leakage Current which makes a diode an imperfect rectifier)
is that heating effects are present due to power dissipation, and the
consequent rise in temperature will automatically result in aD increase
in the leakage current itself. In the case of a gennetniam diode this can be
quite marked, e.g. the leakage current typically doubles With each 9.
Centigrade temperature rise. The effect is far lea marked with a dike,.
diode, stilich is often a preferred type for this reason. On the other hand
the effect of heating on current flow, when the diode is operating in the
famed direction, is usually negligible.

Types of Diodes
Two different types of diodes have already been 111CTIDOrled -

germanium diodes and lir,. diodes. Silicon diodes are less mnsitive to
temperature .d thus generally maintain a low reverse current. Work-
ing in the forward direction, a higher initial volt, is needed to start the
current llowing.

stitt wire OsEwsnissw metal smtsmitt P -typo ti-ty6s

point -contact diode It-mtlian diode

Np.s; ,crust Iscp. Is alx.4 we -to.. en ire,

Fq. n5 Two &Hamm Dries of Eicds construction.

Diodes may also be described by their construction, e.g. pint-rentart
rypc Orimettinn type. With a point -contact diode a small N.type crystal
touched by a pointed wire is enckood in a suitable envelope. It is

treated during manufacture to give P -type charammistim to the crysml
in the vicinity of the point-Fig. t5. In the case of a foot time diode, its
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construction ia essentially similar to that of a transistor kr: Chapter 5),
comprising a P -type pellet alloyed or diffused to an PLtype crystal elk;
Like a transistor k A encapsulated. Point -contact diodes are almost
exclusively made from a germanium crystal. Junction -type diod may
be germanium or silicon, but meet are made from silicon.

Capacitor Characteristics
Working in the reverse direction, the depletion layer is a non-

conducting barrier between the two ends of the diode and so virtually
fomu a dielectric between two electrodes. In other words, the diode
working in this direction is equivalent to a capacitor. Hence it has an
ability to pass alternating currents which may be present.

The degree of captositance effect present depends mainly on the arra
of a junction-the larger the area the greater the capacitance present
when working in the reverse direction. In practice, the capacitance
effect A not generally significant in the passage of . up to frequendos
a about 3o -5o Hs, but at vay much higher frequencies capacitance
effects wn be considerable. Thc only way in vdrich they can be reduced
is to red.c the junction area, which A why a point -contact diode A
normally preferred for DIITUDS tarrying very high frequency currents.

There is another type of diode which uses this capacitance effect in
a different way. Beside the junction area, capacitance RIDO dependson the
Mukluk of the depkrion la,. This, in tum, will vary with the reverse
voltage. Increasing the reverse voltage increases the thickness of this
layer and reducct the capacitance. Reducing the muse voltage has
the effect a increasing the wpacitance. Thus a diode can be worked
as a capacitor varying with voltage, such dthicas being known as
variable capacity thoder or sof. fors or wimp. Thcy are often useful
for stabilizing tuning circuits.

Zaaser Diade
A Zeal, diode is a special At.. of silicon junction diode with a low

and constant hreakelrate Warg.. A typical perforrwrue curve is shown in

Fig. t 6 (compare with the performance of a conventional diode, Fig.
4). The sharp break from non -conducting to almost perfect conduct-
ance at a particular reverse voltage is called the zentr knee. This
characteristic makes a tenet diode a particularly useful device At
producing voltage -stabilizing or current -stabilizing circuits. A zener
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diode is normally operated at or above breakdown voltage, with
sulfides. resistance in the circuit to limit the actual current flowing in
the circuit to  safe figure for the sener diode turd.

Thus in a simple demonstration cittruit shown in Fig. t7, 21 sener

diode is connected in a series with a limiting resistor to a supply voltage.
This resistor effectively divides the supply voltage into the breakdown
voltage across the diode with the remainder dropped across the resistor.
The voltage across the sener diode myelin, constant, even if the supply
voltage varies. Thus tapping the circuit at this point can preside a
constant voltage output. The only thing that happens with a variable
supply voltage is that the current flow will rise or au in proportion.
Only if the supply volt, falls so much that the working point of a
diode is pulled back past its knee point will the constant voltage output
cease.

Only one constant voltage can be tapped from the :ester diodes,
.t017.1pOlidillg 10 the breakdown voltage or letter voltage it is

generally called. Typically this is of the order of 5 to 6 volts. Being a
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Fig. r7 Simpk Lain diode eircvir upablc d giving a comuar vduae ourpur.

small dmice it is also obvious that the power it can provide in a constant
voltage circuit is also limited, usually to the order or rnilliwaus only.
Zener diodes are, however, produced with much larger sener voltages
and also power capacities of the order of watts.

Sperifseation Figures
The actual working characteristics of a diode are described by the

following:

Maximum ranee Whip-with figures nommlly given for prat (or absolute
muimum which the diode will tolerate) and sans, Separate values
may also be given for different temperatures, i.e. ambient (usually so°
Centigrade or a5° Centigrade); and at same higher temperatures
(usually 60° Centigrade). In the absence of separate temperature
ratings ambient temperatures can be inferred.
Maximum formed curreel-given in minima). Again separate figures
may be given for perk and mirage; and separate values for ambient
temperature and 6o. Centigrade.

Other data which may be given are:

Ambient kmperetere mete-referring to the maximum and minimum
ambient temperatures, within which range the diede will not be harmed.
Maximan jwraoa tentfreeetere-anually separate figures for continuous
and intermittent operations.
Threat ° Centigrade per millivolt.
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CHAPTER 4

THE DIODE DETECTOR

17atht; lull of salt cycle of an amplitude -modulated carrier
wave signal and converting the current variations in the other half
into a direct current fluctuating in FArlte manner as the original
modulation. In simpler terms, it extracts the no frequency or of
content of the modulated radio signal in the form of a fluctuating elf
CUregrA.

The send -conductor diode is a logical choice for achieving this, but
its performance is far from perfect. The ideal rectifier would have no
forward naistanee and infinite backward resistance. Scmiwonductor
diodes have a low forward retistance and high backward roistan, but
Ate lot of rectification impowd by these charm:tell:nits can be recovered
by the addition of a food rti.lor, and a memoir orpolifor in parallel with
it as in Fig. t8.

cvteut

0

T
Fig. utl Itavc detector evoiLit using a kid miitor and reserwar capacitor to

Theoretically, the higher the value of the load resistor the greater
the rectified voltage. Its value, however, has also to he chosen to
match the input resistance of the next stage. The function of the
reservoir capacitor is to Mghltgill the voltage during half cycles when
the signal is chopped off. Its value, together with that of the resistor,
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although with more distortion present. By experimenting with different
values of C to adjust the time constant of the circuit, A is peasible to
establish an optimum value for detection efficiency andfor distortion,
but not necessarily both together.

Incidentally, as well as is. -wally a, germanium -point contact diode,
almost a, f transistor will work in this circuit DR a detector. 'Ile
collector lead A ignored and the transistor connected (and worked) as
a diode using the Lase and emitter COIIIICC600.5 only.

DIce. Imoodorc
r.onos connected
to Waco pal.,

Fig. 19 Coupled to  tuncd aerial fu t. L and CI,  diode done tor complava 
'cyst recciree. R uo be  k duo or 4.7 k ohm. C2--0.15 a B

A significant feature of this basic detector circuit is that A must
be coupled to a high impedance output load to work properly. If 
low impedance load is connected directly to a tuned circuit (such
as low impedance phones in the ease of this circuit) A will have a
'damping. effect which will drutically reduce the efficiency of the
toned circuit and make its response very flat. This applies as a basic
fide.

The detector circuit can be improved by rennising a, unwanted
signal content. The diode will inmitably pact II Antall pmportion of rf
signal which, if allowed to reach the next stage, will be amplified to
cam< distortion, or even excite selfioseillation. This can be remedied
by the adoption of filter's-Al practice a series resistor and a parallel
capacitor.

There will abo be a signal present consisting of a dr voltage with an
average level of the output wave form. Again it A undesirable that this
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determines the tint canal of the circuit. To avoid lens of top frequency
and distortion of a signal this has to accommodate the lughest modula-
tion frequency likely to be present-say t o,00tt Ho for AM radio. This
implies a time CORIUM of xot AIM than 54 microseconds (the time
between a 'peak' and 'trough' of a to,000 Ho signal), and preferably
rather lets

Stoning point in deciding suitable component values therefore is
lire to select Rasa suitable match, and then determine the value of C
to give a time constant bar circuit of so µseconds or slightly Ica
At the some time the value of the reservoir capacitor must be high
enough to maintain a suitably high reservoir action at the lowest radio

frequencies present in the signal.
In the case of a straightforward ustuistor radio receiver the detector

is followed by a transistorized audio amplifier stag, the input imped-
nce of which is typically of the order or .,000 to a,000 ohms. A suitable

value for the bad resistor (R) would therebre he t k ohm up to pos-
sibly k ohm. Corresponding values of the reservoir capacitor to give a
CR or time constant of so µseconds would be:

R = k, C o-5 µF
R ak, C = 0,5 µF
R 4k, C - alas oF

It would be desirable to use rather lower values of capacitor than this
so that the time consonant is lets than yo µseconds (say so or 45
µseconds), e.g. 0.20 µI, with R = ak, and 0.11 µF with R

The order °flood resistance values also Cayman the use of a genstanast-
pomt mead diode. Junction diodes are las effscient as AM detectors
because of their greater self capacitance, and quite unsuitable as VHF
or UHF detectors. However, in practice quite different values of R
and C will work svith a germanium diode, but if the time constant is
greater than 5o µseconds will be a loss of top performance and
distortion. If much ICU dI1111 about so µseconds there will be a .91 of

detection efficiency at all modulation frequencies.
This simple detector circuit, in fact, allied to a simple tuned circuit

(aerial coil), is the basis of a ay!, sel--Fig. tq. In this circuit the bad
resistor R can be omitted as high impedance phones will effectively
act in its place. It will also work without the reservoir capacitor,
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should reach the amplifier stage. It can be removed by iruerting a
blocking capacitor in the output stage.

These additional circuit components arc shown in Fig. ao, where Ft,
and Cr arc the resistor and capacitor, respectively, loaning the rf
filter; and Cn is the blocking capacitor. Choice of values is to some

extent arbitrary. ft.,nerds to be fairly small so as not to reduce the

oNcoo T'o,ktotO othotocitot

capacitoe. tomponcnt
R-I.2 to 3.91r ohm

C-0-2, to '5 FT
a, up to It ottm

to itt
C* -5

signal strength unduly-say k ohm or Ica. The value of Cr is then
chofico to Ritte tho 'RC' combination the tcquired characteristics to
make the filter work, he. eliminate all frequencies prescut above the

audible frequency range-say above ty kHz.
The basic relationship involved is

- airRC

Written as a solution for RC

RC ra

taking f 15 kHz
RC tix6 x

Thus if R. is k ohm
C Icr6 x eo-

or to nE, say.

THE DIODE DETECTOR

A similar value is rib° tingly !Nimble f the bbaing capacitor,
but almost any value between 5 and to siF should be soluble.

The complete, pntakal detector circuit also normally incorporates
a volume control or variable resistor Re, as shown in Fig. a I. 'rhc
volume control can in fact be placed elsewhere in the receiver circuit -
ue lea. The mai value for this potentiometer in a transistorised radio
circuit is 5 k ohm. The blocking capacitor can be removed to the output
side of the volume control, where it also doubles nen coupling capacitor;
or left in the same position as in Fig. ao if another form of coupling is
used. In the former case the value may he adjusted to suit the coupling
requirements-re Chapter to. h is also possible to eliminate resistor

in this circuit, choosing a slightly higher value for R r . compensate
(and adjusting the value of Cr to match). This can prove an advantage
if the signal strength is weak and it is desirable to increase it by reduc-
ing the load resistance in the circuit. ft will be an advanuge in a

crystal set, for example, and in a simple receiver with only moderate

amplifiption following the detector.

Input land Output Resistance
The effective input resistance offered by the tuned circuit is Rife,

ignoring the forward resistance of the diode which is negligible by
comparison. This represents the loading on the tuned circuit, and an
opportunity to re -select the value R if necessary (and at the same
tine modifying the value of C required as explained earlier).
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With the usual 5 k ohm volume control dm load resistance at maximum
1.1,111TIC will normally br of the order of a k ohm to j k ohm, depending
on the values of R and Reused.

Detector Performance
Besides being a taps link the radio ci rcuit, the detector is also

responsible for the quality of a signal passed to the nest stage. Any
distortion or unwanted signal passed on will be amplified. Ideally the
detector should act as a perfect linear amplifier. Unfortunately to work
at all it has to include non-linear components, which means that of
currents passed by the detector circuit will not exactly follow the modula-
tion of the original rf signals. Thenore ntsteed the non-linear char
acteristics, the greater the resultant distortion.

The two main trouble spots arc the load resistance and stray capacit-
ance. Basically a fairly low load resistance i necessaryin order to
maintain enough bias on the diode throughout each working cycle,
and also to 'match' the detector to the following transinor stage. 'Mere
is no real answer to this other than employing an BET amplifier when
a very much higher Ittad I(316.11CC can be um!.

Stray capacitances .n , generated by leads and close pronitnity
of other current carrying components To reduce their effect, wires (or
printed circuit leads) Mould , kept as short as possible and the diode
should be positioned as farm practicable from leads and other com-
ponents, although there is no need to carry this to extremes.

PM Deteccon.
The FM detector has to hasulle and rectify a quite different type of

Instead of the carrier wave bring modulated by amplitude. it is

modulated in Ppy. Thus for FM reception the detector has to
extract the frequency mululation and convert it into a corresponding
cif signal. At the sante time it must reject any amplitude modulated
signal which may , These functions arc performed by a
discriminator and limier rmpectively. Alternatively. a ratio deee . circuit
can , used which combines functions of both discriminator and limiter.
This would seem the simpler solution as the two types of circuit are
very similar. However, the ratio Mater tends to produce slightly more
distortion and only her about hall: the sensitivity Of the discriminator,
although the latter fact is not necessarily significant. TIM DIODE DETECTOR

There are abo two other types ordetectors which can be used,
the paha. coleat.4 Meets, based on digital ICs which requires no tuned
circuit and has excellent linearity; and a erysta1discriminatorwhich is
manufactured as a sealed unit and requires only an external variable
capacitor to set the slope of the detector (i.e. adjust the output voltage
so till( A swings an equal amount positive and negative).

A basic di:animism:or circuit is shown in Fig.RE.This is, in effect, two
AM detoctors back to back, Ad with rjeignal from a curt.' circuit LtC
and also receiving half the volt, from a Acond tune circuit LaGa.
The same basic circuit will also work as a ratio detector (i.e.as a
limiter as well) by reversing one of the Modes and breaking the con-
nection between one side of LaCa and the load f.i3tOIS and taking the
output from dine two points.

coo.noulpottoratio miaow

Fig.29Bark oho., fora phase diacriminstor which can akri he midi. to

RIandREarc bad reaistors
Cqsod Ca are mimeo, capacitor
C5 is a dcrouplina capacitor (only noccuary if the circuitit work. as a ratio
tiewctor,

In practice simple circuits arc normally used based on an if tram -
former to prod, FM -to -AM conversion, operating atthe inter-
mediate frequency of a superhet receiver. Voltage developed on one
side of the second, leads the prim, voltage, and that on the other
side lags by the same phase angle when the circuits are resonant to the
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unmodulateel carrier (refine,. This yields equal and opposite volt-
ages passed by the diodes. In the presence of a frequency modulated
signal there is a shift in the relative phase of the voltage components,
wit, applied to one diode increasing and the other decreasing. The
difference between the two, after rectification, is the audorap frequency
output of the detector.

A practical ratio detector circuit is shown in Fig. 2,, the transformer
in this cast having three windings. The primary and second, are

s3 Pracveal ratio detector circuit. Ompooent values:
Ri and Ra k okra
R3-1.2 k ohm
R4 and 85-68 ohm
Ct and Cay3o pF
Cy -8 or to aF
by -0.01 af,
C5-33. pF
C6-0.001
Diodca-pcial contact type

tuned to the rf frequency. close coupled tertiary injects a voltage
into the second, in series with the voltage across each half of the

mconds,.
It works essentially as a discriminator, with the reversed

ode acting as a limiter.
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Fo4. 24 Simplified prutical raw detector dr., Component valor,:
--2o k ohm

Cr-. pi,
Ca --46 pi
Cd and C4-220 m. gp pi
C4-to
Diodes-Mr 1g

A more aimplified ratio detector circuit u shown in Fig. 24, capable
of giving just as good results.
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CHAPTERS

TRANSISTORS

0 design .d/or COIntrUCt radio circuits it is not near., to know
I how a transistor is made-only bow it works. However, different

types of transistors are open described by their construction, e.g.
junction type, silicon planar type or epitaxial. The following brief
descriptions of the different transistor manufacturing processes .n
therefore be helpful in giring meaning to these descriptions- Mention
of point contact transistor is °mitted since this was the original form
of .nstruction, now obsolete.

The working characteristics of a transistor depend on the behaviour
of a P -type (positive type) .d an N -type (negative type) semi -conductor
material in a throe -element combination. Such combinations yield
either a P -N -P or N -P -N &rice.

turps crystal P -type crystal

P -type N -typo N -typo

P -S -P trtnalatce tLF,N translator

Fig. a, Comnuction of 1,, and N.P. transistors shown in elementary

Starting point in the manufacture of a transistor is the production
of a crystal of either P.rype or NA), grnamiatno or silicas, which is cut
into slices. This is the Ono element of the transistor. The simplest
method of construction is then to fuse a pellet of opposite type material
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to each of the dices, i.e. two pellets of P.type material to an N -type
slice to make a P -N -P transistor; or two pellets of N-type materials to a
P -type slice to make an N -P -N transistor-Fig. ey.

These pedal form a collerior and amttn of the transistor. Wires art
soldered to each of the three elements and the complete device is then
ncaptulated-Fig. 26. Transistors made in this fashion arc known as

allo,junaion typo, the method being widely laud for production of
grmaanium transistors.

A slightly different nicthod is used to produce a junction transistor
by all, diffasion. Sup,. a P -N -P transistor A required. A layer of
Naype material is deposited on one side of a P -t, slice. On this am
deposited two pellets. One contains -type additives only and the other
both P -type and N -type additives. This assembly is now heat.] in an
oven causing the two pellet materials to diffuse through the N -t,
layer into the P -type stk.. In this case the original slice beano. the
collector, the diffused N -type additive the base and the diffuset1 N -type
and P -type additive the emitter.

In the case of a silk. transistor a different method of construction a
now normally used, known as a Pam, peaces. A .Gee of N -type silicon
(which eventually beton. the aka.) is heatml to forma thin layer of
silicon oxide. It is then given a thin coating of photo -sensitive material
resistant to etching, known as photorrsise.

This coated slice is used for the manufacture of wvcral transistors.
It A first covered by a photographic negative oldie pattern of the base
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positions of the number of transinors to he made and exposed to ultra-
violet light. This prints the base patterns on to the slice. The dice is
then washed, which removes all the unexposed photoresist, !caring a
print of sesml small windows in the photoresist through which the
silicon oxide is exposed. The slice is then etched to remove the silicon
oxide appearing in the WilldOWS, exposing silicon.

After cleaning, the slices rimed in an oven with some Ptypc
doping additive. This evaporates and some settles on the
windows. Funher heating in a second oven in an at m.phere of oxygen
diffuses the P -type dope into the silicon at the window position. At
this stage the base of each of the transistors to be produced has been
formed in the slice.

The whole process is then repeated to print and etch a second pattern
of windows representing the emitter positions or all the transistors.
After etching and cleaning the baking process u repeated, this resulting
in the N -type doping additive being diffused into the emitter windows.

This is followed by another photopriming stage to produce windows
over the Mc and emitter areas. The slice is then vacuum plated with a
fine layer of aluminium and a final printing and etching stage used to
remove aluminium from Al areas cx.pt where it it required to provide
contacts with the bans and emitters. At that points the aluminium
is lightly alloyed co the bases and emitters.

The oxide Ayer A now removed from the colketor side of the original
slice and the thickness A the slice reduced as required. After testing
each transistor so formed, the slice is then cut into separate pieces each
containing one transistor. Faulty transistors marked at the testing stage
are rejected. Every goad transistor is then bonded, collector side down,
to a gold plated stem. These wires are bonded to Al aluminium con-
nections to the emitter and base. Finally the transistors are encapsulated.

The process is considerably more complicated than the manufacture
of alloy junction or alloy -diffused transistors, but a single slice may yield
[tom 200 00 7,000 Or more transistors, depending on type. Stages of
M2M1/0<011.< are illustrated in Fig. 27.

A somewhat modified process u used in Al production of rpitariel
nlicm pram traathsen.Baxically the original slice is more heavily doped,
with the omit drat it A covered with a very thin layer of higldy doped
silicon with the same crystal orientation as the original material, this
being known as the gritarial layer. In the final product Al transistor
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RUILDINO AND DZSIONINII TRANSISTOR RADIOS

iseffectively contained within this epitaxial layerand not inthe

original slice (wIdch now merely acts RS a stiffening la,and back

contact). With an ordinary planartransistor the transistor is formed
in the original slice.

The epitaxial planar proems it also employed to manufacture fold
spa trashier. For an N.type fieldeffect transistor an N.type epitaxial
layer is formed on a P -type substrate.After oxidation of Me surface,
`windows' are etched in the oxide layer and diffused oith supeorith
P -type additive (designated P+). This diffuses throughthe epitaxial
layer into the P -type substrate.

The N -type epitaxial layer forms the N -channel of the field effect
transistor. Tim P -type substratethe gate. Penetration of the P+
additive into the P -type substrate produm the N -channel isolating
region-Fig. Al. The assembly b then re -oxidised, a'window' etched
corresponding to a second area and another P+ region produced to
form the upper part of the Nate surrounding the N -channel. Super N
(N+) additive if then diffused intothe ends of the NchanneL Alumin-
ium contact areas are bonded to the N+ regions, to which are con-
nected the maw and dada lead okra. The gak kad is connected to the
P -type substrate. Finally the trallailtOr is encapsulated.

Sete
ran

FET

soursgate

12 -charnel FET

28alrAfoRal coherruc don of a Efld ciTmt transit., or MT

With a P -channel field effect transistor, constructionis exactly the

same, substituting P -type forN -type elrinents, and vice versa. Sot also

Chapter
Itfor further information on field aka transistor.

Selecting Transistors
There are now literally thousands of different designsof transistors

made by various specialist manufacturers. In the caseof circuit dia-
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grams, or component catalogues th, are identified only by a type
umber, which is the manufacturer's This normally consists of

letters And numbers the letters usually identifying the manufacture/
or general class of the device With the assixiated numbers indicating
the plaint. design or development. Thus '0' indicates a semi.

conductor device manufactured by ?dullard, and an appended
that the device is a transistor. Monard transistors are thus coded 'OC.
followed by a serial number identifying the particular type. This does
not help at all unless such a manu.turer's specific type is quoted on a
circuit diagram, which it usually is. The reason why a type number

should lu quoted fora speafic circuit design is quite rimple. Possible
variations in the design performance of a transistor arc virtually
infinite, so even if different manufacturen produce transistors for a
similar purpose, the actual characteristics of different makes can vary
quite widely. This ran Affect choice of matching components which
govern the proper working of the rims..

In certain cases, particularly its the field of more or las 'standar,
radio circuit, transistor types .m Ilifferent manufacturen m, have

sufficiently close characteristics to regarded m equivalents or n.r.
equivalents. This implies they could be substituted fora specified type
in a particular circuit. In ma, more cases-us,Ily with very ele.

mem, circuits-almost a, type of transistor of the mote basic type,

e.g. germanium or a...or/snaked grindi and polarity, may produce
sin,lar working results.

It is particularly useful to the designerksperimenter to have access
to information both on MTN,. elaitvItati and fuota,sief grvapiagr. The
former information is well catered for in separate publications on the
subject (complete bmks on their own!). Information on functional
grouping is much hard, to come by. Manufacture, data sheets arc
not readily available to the .tateur dmigner(comtructor and a
comprehensive coverage would need a complete filing system to deal

wih. Retail catalog., are not usually particularly helpful, either, m
they normally list types stocked merely by type number, although
there are exceptions. The latter can provide a basis of compiling a .t
of transistor types readily available by functional grouping, which can
Ise further expanded by reference to transistor equivalent data.

Thew is a welcome trend to provide more information about van.
dstor types and manufacturers coding, an example being the
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Pro -Electron coding (now adopted for all new MuHard transistors, for
example). This consists of a two letter code followed by a serial number.
Restricting the code used only to diodes and transistors:

the Ent letter indicates the semi -conductor material, i.e.
A - germanium
B = silicon

the second letter indicates the general function of the device, i.e.
A-detector diode or mixer diode
B-variable capacitance diodes
C-of transAtor (excluding power types)
D-of power transistor
F-rf wamistor (excluding power types)
I.-rf power transistor
S-weitching transistor (minding power types)
V-power type switching transistor
Y-rectifier diode
Z-zener diode

The serial ountbe following then consists of three figures if the device
is intended for consumer applications, e.g. radio receivers, audio
amplifiers, television receivers, etc. A serial number consisting of a
single letter fofiaved try two figures indicate the device is intended for
industrial or specialized application.

For the average amateur radio enthusiast, one of the nmst useful
few:Woof yo.pi, published A that of the Electrovalue Catalogue,
albeit listing only a limited number of individual types in each group.
This covers the following:

&moth= Trouleas
(i) small, medium currents watching services.

(ii) medium current switching, low power output.
(iii) small, medium current amplifiers.
(iv) of amplifiers, low power output.
(v) complementary pain.
(vi) high power output (power transistors).

Vireo Troasistots
(I) of amplifies, small signal, general purpose.

(ii) of atnplifien, low level, low noise.
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It in deo nankin be abk ta identify [maws by tkcir sine and
diape, and armed to be able to identify base, nollevior and miner
kn. correctly. Rcperecniative nadir. dupe, wide dimentioins In

inebre, are given in Fig. nu, di< coding given being mon or Ice
univereal but non by quoted in milieux epocifieations end dig
less no In -

CHAPTER 6

UNDERSTANDING TRANSISTOR
CHARACTERISTICS

1,616116ALLV a transistor is a threeelement device (although it 6

more correctly known as a dipolar device). It consists of a cotnbina.
tion of P -N -P or N -P -N substances. The first two letters in these designa-
tions indicate the respective pularitim of the Voltages applied to the
emitter and collector, in normal operations, i.e.

P -N -P frOlitin with respect to both collector and base;
and the eollether is made eegatee with respect to both the
emitter and base.

N-P-N-essiterr is sepsis, witli respect to both collector and hose,
and the collector is made positive whit respect to both Me
emitter and lisle.

More simply-
P.N.!' -the collector must be Negative.
1,74,N-the tollethor mum he Positive.

toovero mom covotgo diode

Fig. so Fonield end reverse diode eircuite



BUILDING AND OBSIONING TRANS.:MR RADIOS
The. MM. polarities arc obtained by applying bin, of the right

poluity to each 'side of the traruistor. To get a clear picture of what
these 'sides' ore, coluider the characterittics of a diode (Chapter 3).
Depending on the polarity applied to it, it works on the reversed bias
mode with no current flow, or in the forward direction with the char-
acteristics of a conductor allouing current to yo.

Now consider a pair of diodes joined with a common centre to make
a threc-clement device, either N -P -N or P-N-P-Fig. 31. (The diagram
shows a N -P -N combination.) This is basically what a tranaistor is, but
with the centre Layer rnade very thin.

1

N

N

davoloproont
of N -P-1,1 Itonatetce

I 3.1 Supply for N-1, trams., ottlt boss volutto add. (at

Now cotudder the effect of applying a voltage to each 'half', taking
N -P -N tramistor as an example. With the voltage connected to the

'top and bottom' as in Fig. NA. the 'top' half is in the condition of a

se

UND2211TANDINO TRANSISTOR CNARACTERISTICS

reventedhiasod diode, so no current MB flow (other than a small
leakage current). This voltage soacross the whole of the
transistor is known as the Joy, voltage.

Applying a second source of oaf or Bid, tadiege tohiddle I,er
and the liediont. as in Fig. 32 (B)immediately alter the situation.
The bottom 'hale is now working asfonvard diode. This will excite a
flow of electrons into the upper partreasonBking the middle
layer very thin is to make this flow easy to atablish), so that the whole
of the transistor becomes conductive as far as theiroppl, is concerned.
In other words application of the correct bias producesa small current
Sawing through bleft hand)dfthe circuit, with a very much
huger current flowing through the right hand part of the circuit. These
circuit currents can readily be measured by meters at meterand
mctcr apositions, respectively. Fig. 33bows this mode of working
for both a N -P -N and P.F4P transistor.

P -N -P nem:doter

Fig. 93Supply and hi. mnsections to N.1, and 1,, Imuistors.

sisualiaing the tratnistor in block form, with the supply and bias
OPPINCEed 21 i" F13. 34, the had< working conditions are:

(i) The bottom 'half h a sourcefree electrons when correct bias
applied, hence the name emit.,

(tt) The top 'Itar readily accepts Or t011eetS these electrons when
the transistor is working, andknown as the .11mor.
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(iii) The middk layer is a point of applituttion of the bias. h could

have been called thr 'bias', but that description is reserved for
voltages. Ahernatively A could have been called the grid, kr it
works like the control grid of a triode valve. However, for uo
partkular reason which is clear, it is called the Mi..

Po,. Input and outpto ritooita of a ...Owe. Polarity %boon it r r N -P4,

eallecta

ononcr---

14,-1,1 P -14-P

Original symtol tAscSafn Ofintol.

Fig. 35 Transistor .nmbob.

Thus the three elemental:Ira transistor arc cal. the emitter. 001I<CIOr
and baSe, usually designated by the lower case letters e, c and b res-
pectively. They are represented symbolically as shown in Fig. 35
(10niellmost the enclosing circle is omitted):

6o
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the b2SE by a thick black IMe.
(ii) the collector by a thin line.

(iii) the emitter hy alin line an an -ow. The arrowhead points
in the direction of poritiar current flow, so it is the opposite way
round for P -N -P and NP -N transistors.

Basic connections, with appropriate polarity, for P.N-P and N -P -N
transistors arc ShONII in Fig. 36.

P -N -P transistor color.), N -P -N trsoNstor poistity
<Ororran orolltor configuration orniltor corlDHaalloor

Fig. 36 Manly
st,:pply,tizidang

of
P,NiP

and ,P.N tronsixion

Pb can now draw a 'demonstration' circuit for a trAnsIstor in which
its working characte.tics can be measured and defmed-lig. 37.
Provision is included to vary both the supply voltage and bias voltage
and meters are included in the circuit where shown to read:

Matt ,inicroctsinc.)-base current or I 0
Man. (PS41.2417) -base voltage or V
Meier (nniiidengt.)-ernitfor current or I s
Mar, inaillia,,,,,seter)-collector current or lc
Mao 5 (roltmeter)-oollector voltage or V c

With switch 2 closed and switch t open the collector/bate of the
transistor acu tui a revene (diode) junction. The only current that can

6.
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flow through the reverse junction is a very small leakage eurtent. There
will, in fact, be no current flow unless the bias circuit is completed, but
this only requires a very small bias voltage or bias current, virtually
equivalent to Vs = o or Is = o with snitch 1 closed. For mast practical
purposes this leakage current can be ignored.

Fig. p Vesnonoration. cirralt for the me...einem of osmium cluracterinks.

Parameters of particular importance in determining (or spetAing),
the performance of a tnutsistor are:

(i) OWpat Chlffarkfittia-or how collector current varies with bias
and collector voltage (supply voltage). Bias is usually expressed
in terms of bast current.

(ii)InpuiCharaarrinia-or how base current varies with base voltage.
(Hi) Trasufn Glarateriaiu-or the relationship between collector

current and base voltage.
(iv) Carrod tfaolifration-or the ratio of collector current to base

tureens OS signal current gained.
(v) Ratio of Collector to Eta. Qouril-Thie was originally known

as the alpha (a) of a transistor, now designated kfli.

The own cAnaeteritties (14V c) of a transistor can be measured in
terms of how the COM... current (It) varies with collector voltage NO
for different values of base current (Is). Typical curves arc shown in
Fig. g8 where it will seem that above the transistor %net' point, collector

UnD AAAAA nntrto TnntniirrOR CliwititCranISTICS
current is fairly constant with increasing colletd voltage for all
mine. of bin (base current). It also indkates that the WIpr reistmor
of a transis or is quite low.

10

2 4 6 a 10

Col actor .11
Smell pernarOurn trenolotor

10

68 Charatterirtic asnres ror 1.6 truant..

The input chareanutir (I afNa) can be plotted by measuring base
current (I a) againg bate voltage (V.) for a annum collector volt,.
In this case a typical form of the nave is as shown in Fig. gg. The
ups resirldoet at any point in this is rt. and by the gradient of
the curve or the ratio of Va to I.
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transistor but is now designated hf or hit. Actual Val1113 May range from
as 6w as to up to several hundreds, depending on the type of transistor,
aho the slope of the 14. CLINT LS not always constany i.e., the value
of hf may have a spread of perhaps 5o per cent on either a. a a
nominal value.

oa:h

so _ voltage value have
a al ffecerd cure°

5

8

12

10

Note: eeca collector

!Tvol*:1:1t7en't C'Lrv

0 0 2 0 4 0 0.2 0 0 0 0.0
nage voltage nese voltage:.

Smell germanium trans afar Small sill on treneletor

Fig. go Carrie...new-a record againii base yoke,.

The redo of cattier and mime weals (141.) is not of particular
significance. Emitter current must equal lc + la, but since I a is

unall in comparison with lc, emitter current (I a) 6 roughly equal to
lc. The smalkr the base current thc closer the collector current comes
to being equal to the emitter current, and thus the cicuer the ratio of
hfb comes to unity. In practice, typical values of hfb lie between 0.92
and ot68.
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Ratings
Individual type, of transistors arc also given rating, repreaent

ing ntaxintuni values the transioor can handle in a circuit. These
arc:

Maximum tollator-lour collage with emitter open circuit, designated
Wit° max.

Maximum coliremr-rmittn pottage, designated Vee max.
Maximum bact-cmitar max ma, or Liar, designated Veb max.
Maximum collator aorta, designated lc max.

UNORIISTANDING TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS

.AiONONOR tolluttor-6tor mood with emitter open circuit, designated

Missitnec oda:pada designated Pt mos.

Ciretrit Considerations
Theb INTSCIII separate resistance A

simple direct circuit as shown in Fig. sa. The input circuit embraces
the base resistance (rs) and the emitter resistance (r.). The MI.
circuit embraces collector resistance (r.) and any load resistance
(R.r.), and the emitter resistance (r4. In other words the emitter
retistanec is common to both input and output circuit.

rig. 4.2

The now midtown to a simple direct voltage is represented by the
base resistance (es) and the emitter redstance (r.) in series. The emitter
resistance is small compared with the base resistance-typically ro ohms
as compared with 1,000-3,000 ohms a small transistor. Hence the
base resistance is more or las equal to rs, withb cawing relation-
thiP

HORNY, WIRT the transistor is actually Walking bpontence awl
input excites an amplified current in the output, this current being
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lqe. 43 SimP.

the collector supply via a bias resistor (R.) at in Fig. 43. R. is the
collector load montane, The value of thc bias reimor mn bc calculated
from the supply voltage (V.), at well at the bias required.

V. - Van
bras required or base current (Is)

Vex is the base -to -emitter voltage. In practical circuit. this it

usually or the Sante Order aa the Starting. Or A transistor. e.g.
0.2 volts for a germanium transistor and r..7 voles for a silioon transistor
oith a possible spread 4f443 volts on either side.

Knowing the bias current required (from a transistor's character.
blies), which will usually be in air/vamps for small transistors, and using
numerical values For the voltage., the value of the bias resistor is

given in stegobro (M ohms). Not knowing the transistor characteristiq
typical COldd ttsed, e.g. 300A for a Mall tralliOr. COCA!.

don mn be simplified further by ignoring Vex.
More accurately, the Was resistance should be eakulated from by

desired value of the emitter current (I s)

I. - +4f.)

wh.r, (V. - Vex) ( hie)

t.

SIOILDINO AND mulct:trio TRANSISTOR RADIOS

equal to I x x Aft. Thc effoctive emitter resistance thin modified by
feedback and becomes r. + r. x hfr. Thus the total effective input
resistance is

+ r. (t + fife)

The effect of r. can be ignored as it is working as a revelled junction
where its roistance is high enough not to have a shunting effect on
the input circuit.

This relationship only holds for as long as the output load is sem.
Under rea.tic working con.tion.s with a positive load the collector
current (I.) is Itar than x rife and so the feedback is lets. In other
words the effective input resistance demurs with increasing load. The
amount of which this resistance is reduced is directly related to the
conductance in the circuit, i.e. the intrinsic inductance represented by
t/r and the load inductance represented by (R.

To simplify calculation both the feedback and conductance effects
can be ignoretl, using the original equation

input resistance r.

fi:7,:;t4zgc:Ezzz:1-
bY r-db-L

current gain - Irft

von, on Aft
;IR,.

Thole formulas will exaggerate both current gain and voltage gain,
but na to a, great extent under normal working conditions. Certainly
the difference mill usually be within the spread of characteristics of
indiridual transition of the same type.

His Circuits
The basic circuit If Fig, s, derives hue big, from a separate battery.

In any practical circuit (other than a test or demonstration circuit),
base bias voltage is normally taken from the colknor supply. There
are various wan in which this can be done, the simplest being to 'tap'
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Again V...can be ignored to simplify calcuLation, when

a
V. h-fr

For mample, using a silicon transistor with a nominal hfe of too,
a supply voltage of 9 volts, and a daired emitter current of rriA,

R. 9:007
= goo k ohm

The value calculated from the 'complete' formula will be
8.30.x.,,:°'

ue 838 k ohm.

Nearest preferred value (i.e. semi resistance values obtainable) would
be 82o k ohnu 4.. either case. In othcr words, the two different calcula-
tions both specify the same (practical) resistor value. The difTerence
between the simplified formula calculation and the complete formula
calculation will by even less in the case of a germanium transistor.

Simple aerate biasing by the method just described has definite
particuLsrly in the case of germanium transistors. The more

usual method adopted is wItage biasing with emitter feedback, this
circuit .ing shown in Fig.... Here there are two effective bias resistors

Fig.. Vohs, liming with mit.- ftwibuk.
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I,. 45 Simple tuns r biasing nit', collector feedback.

A third type of bias circuit which is sometimes used with silicon
tralISISIOrS is shown in Fig. 4, This ia agnate biag, grg,h ratlrcbr feedbagg!:.
In this case the collector voltage (V.) is given by

-V.- Re x Is° 4- ft

The base current (I n) is given byIV".
Ra
V. -VBB
+ t (

The operating current of the transistor is then given by

(V. - Vas) (I 11fig)

R. R. (1 + AP)

It should be noted that all the circuits described are fora common
oggitin configuration, which is the one normally used in radio circuits
because of ita superior characteristics as an amplifier. There are other
types of bias circuits applicable to the common emitter configuration

UNDNRSTANDING TRANSISTOR ORARACTRRISTICS
and also two other configurations-mamerbroffraer and tvennos-aele.
The commeneolleeler mnfiguration automatically prosides compensated
bias. 'AIM the emovam-lose configuration, bias normally requires the
oSt of two batteries.

Formulabeaki Simple current biasiag-Fig..3
'ITU is the simplmt form of bias and it is onlynecessary to determine

the value required for onecoMpOnent-R.
The important parameters are:

bme current I.v."

It follows that the emitter current is:

.V.

In this cam the variationt in working current (la) are substantially
deperwlent on the spread of kft,this. this method of bias it really only
suitod to transistors which have a low kft spread.

The emitter current is aho very much influenced by changes in supply
voltage. However, this effect can btto a large extent by including
a resistor RS °thigh value in the supply line, the higher the value used
dlt idd dependent the endure norm. will be on die supply voltage.

Formula checks Current baling with collector feedback
-.R. 45

With this form of bias the collector voltage is given by

V° - V. -(kfr)
The base current is governed by the difference between lc and Va

and resistor Ro, and can be determined as:

1.
RaRA (a

The emitter current is given by

I-Rt
(tAft)
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It foliows that variations M the operating current (Is) can be con-
siderably influenced by spreads in hfr unless the value of R t is equal to
or greater than R2/(1 t. ), which M practice is normally only
possible with a large supply voltage,

Forsook cud,. Voltage biasing with ea:atter feedback
-nip 44

With this form of bias the bias voltage (V.) is determined by the
values of resistors RI, R2 and the supply voltage (V.), as long as the
base current doe. not load the potential divider RI, Ra.

Ra.V. V.

RI 4 Ra

The emitter voltage is given by

V.
Rag' ,2VR

V''

The emitter current of the transistor is thus

Ra.
+
V

R ) Ra

In order to nullify the effect of spreads of transistor characteristiq
and changes due to temperature effecu, Va. must be kept as constant
as possible, which means that V. should be large in comparison with
V... Equally. to nullify clung. in supply voltage affecting I., K.
must also be large. In prxtice this demands a value of V. of about

volt f germanium transistor, and a V. of about 3 volts with silicon
transistors. This desirable mode of working is also achieved if

R. is equal to or than
R

(R t Rs) (t + kir)
This is the same as saying that the emitter current to be independent
of A/ 2

V. should be equal to or greater than
Ro:.;
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CHAPTER 7

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

Tlet audio amplifier employed in the radio receiver comprises one
Or more stages of amplification coupled to an output stage Mr

matching and powering a loudspeaker. Much depends on the Depot
pawl required. An output power of about otho5 to otht watts (5 10 10
Milliwat.) 13 high though to operate high impedance headphones;
and about oth5 to tst watts (5o to too milliwatts) a very small
loudspeaker. Larger speakers to a portable transistor radio may
require o, tot Watt output. Output power for conventional domestic
radios is in the order of 2 to 5 watts; and A. H..11, about so watts
upwards.

The primary requirement of an amplifier A to produce power
amplification or gain of the of signal. At the same time it should do this
with minimum frequeary diitorries and maximum fiscally. Pep,
Arterties actin when the amplification A net the same on all frequencies,
thus the frequency components are not represented at their correct
relative strength (some being emphasised and others
depressed). Lineariry mien to the true reproduction of the actual wave-
form of the signals.

Frequency distortion ie related to the gain of the amplifier. Ideally
the relationship between gain and frequency should be a straight,
parallel lint. In practice this is impossible to achieve over the whole of
range. In particular there will be a marked Axis again at each end of a
frequency range, i.e at the lower frequencies and the higher frequencies
-Fig. 4.

Provided the rest of the curve is reasonably line., the addition of a
roar control will normally satisfy most listening requirements. When
more exact reproduction A required as in Hi.fi, frequency distortion,
where posse., can be compemoted by equalisation Limits. These aim
at introducing compensation of an opposite nature to smooth out the
frequency response curve.

The type of distortion produced by non-liawrity A usually more
75
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noticeable, and therefore less acceptable. Asa general Me, the greater
the gain extracted from a single stage, the greater the degree of distor-
tion. No practical amplifier has exactly linear characteristics, even at
low gain, but non.linearity shows , increasingly with increasing pin.
Basically, therefore,  large number of individual amplifier stages, a
operating at low or moderate gain should give less overall linear dist°.
600 than one or two stages operating at high gain. In practice it is

necessary to adopt a compromise solution based on arriving at an

10 too loop

troa.oncy -eta

fig. 46 Amplifiers do not woody au crefpscnties by the same ammang.

000

acceptable level of distortion in older to avoid an excessive number of
separate stages. Additional stages can, in fact, introduce other troublts.
In any case the question of distortion is not significant in the final
output stage, where other forms of distortion can be ',recent. Ulti-
mately, too, the loudspeaker itself can be the main source of distortion
in the whole system. It is a waste of effort to design an audio amplifier
circuit with excellent linearity characteristics only to operate a poor
quality loudspeaker from it. Conversely, a Hi-Fi quality loudspeaker
cannot be expected to compensate for the distortion inherent with a
poor quality audio amplifier.

For this reason it is really necessary to design the audio amplifier
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.backs.rds., i.e. mart w ith a selection of speakers and their require-
ments and work backwanls to the lint stage of amplification. T. first
demands some knowledge of the characteristics of amplifier circuits.

Class A Amplifiers
'the simplest Conn of amplifier circuit is a single transistor with bias

and input signal voltage such that the collwor current always flows.
This is known as Class A operation. h has the advantage of producing
a low dbtortion as well as being simple to defign a construct, but
the disadv.tage of drawing a telailvely high current all the time.

silk.. 1,..P.N transistor.

'rhe simplest practical form of this type of circuit is shown in Fig. 47,
Laing a single resistor to provide current biasing (g Chapter 6).
The output load mutt be of relatively high impedance (several thou-
sand ohrna). This can be provided by a second transistor amplifier
stage, or if used as an output stage by a step-down transformer to match
the characteristically low impedance of a loudspeaker (g -t6 ohms
nominal) to the stage requirements. The same circuit can be used with
a P.T-P transistor or N -P -N translator, the only requirement being
that the supply voltage b opposite in polarity. Choke of an N.P.N
transistor would be preferred as this type is more amble with aimple
current biasing ming a single resistor.

It is more usual, and plurally more desirable, to employ voltage
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biasing with emitter feedback, where the basic circuit is as shown in
Fig. 48. Again the same type of load A used for the output, and the
circuit is identical for a P-Isl-P transistor and an N-P-isi trans.°, with
supply voltage polarity reversed. Values of suitable bias components
can be determined from Chapter 6.

The maw -prim whirls can be achieved f m such a circuit depends
on the transistor dutratheristics and the load. Transistor characteristics
are givers in the font] Of graphs of collator currents (lc) plotted againit
collector voltage (V.') for different values of bias (base current, or I k).
Thew curves typically take the form shown in Fig. aq by, also Chapter
6).

The collector voltage A the supply voltage, which in theory can
be any voltage up to the maximum rating specified from the transistor
concerned. The collector current A hugely determined by the load,
and the bias by the working requirements (but sec also Chapter 6
again).

The meth that can be dissipated safely by a transistor A represented
by the product of le and V. and is represented by a single value, i.e.
so many watts. This can also be represented by a load liar drawn on
the graph. Any product of power Moto this curve is feasible to use
(provided limidng values of either le or Vc are not exceeded). My
product of power abort this line A not usable since it overloads the
transistor-Fig. 58. Component values are therefore assimilated accord-

ingly.
Notes this also emphasizes that the maximum power rating of a

transistor A not simply the product of Io max and Vc max as A A
sometimes supposedly taken to be. In other words it is surer pormissiblo
to apply MA maximum V o and rnarinstan lo to a loaasidor sionaleaseeously or
Nu stall dlastically anyrlood it, musing it to bum out.

A simple check on individual transistor characteristics will confirm
this. For example for an 0084 transistor

Vc max -a5 volts
lc max = yoo auk

Power um = ado mW

Erroneously employing Vc BUN lilyr max %Void give a DOWCI. of
25 X 500 = tz,soo milliwatts-nearly soo times the maximum power
rating of the transistor!
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AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

push-pull type operating as a class amplifier. Push-pull circuits may
also . used as a dliwr in amplifiers.

Class B Amplifiers
Mr immediate advantage by a push-pull class B amplifier

is that the output power obtained b considerably greater than double
the power or a single transistor. Also the average current drain is very
much over than NOM Class A operation because the transistors are
biased so that their working point is near cut-off and quiescent current
MI virtually r.ero. (Fig. 51 shows a 'working' diagram of Class B operating
characterstics.)

mculrrurn <chat ce arrant

ow nal
KAcif lea VP enax

colleclor vAIl000

Fig. Sr 1.nal c.nprcimpoaa. trAnaista dlareCtell.Itie. for Clan IS  mph II,.



Fig. sn Simple low power audio Amplifies: wing  minimum of components with

obo,
Ra-t k rthor
R3-1 M ohm
Ct uP

eF
C3-Sn uP

TRY-AC togTRY-C t;6
TRy-AC t aft
Supply: 9 volts

Conventional practice is to use this type of circuit with a single
stage of initial amplification provided by a fourth transistor. This
transistor can be made to work both as an amplifier and a & difference
amplifier, comparing the voltage offered by the potential divider with
the 'end' ',Olt, in the type of circuit shown in Fig. 53. Other points
to note arc that the negative feedback is taken from the output stage
to the endues of TR t via R5, whilst the introduction of capacitor C3
provides &coupling between them two points. A mall amount of
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Apart from much lower current consumption, making it more
suitable for battery operated circuits, the efficiency of a Class B output

aan
approach Boper cent. It donhave its inherent limitations, however,

nd in partisan- a proneness to amour &autism. nu Ls distortion
produced at the change -over poi, when wffiking is transferred from
one transistor to another (changing from 'push' to 'pull' and 'pull' to
.push').

Crttutover distortion will be most marked if both transistors are
biased BBABIly to cut-off. It be overcome, or at lean the residual
distortion can be substantially reduced, by selecting the bias so that,
one transistor does not cut-off until the other 1.1 stopped conducting
i.. there is a ilight overlap 111 the changeover. Unfortunately the
atnoant of overlap will tend to change both with the operating Ica,
rattans of the traruiston and change in the supply voltage. Equally.
differences in the spread Gf character-Sitio of different transistors of the
same type can make design for optimum bias difficult or even imputable
without further 'cut and try' adjustment of values. It is possible to
incorporate compen.ting components in the circuit design to m
mize the °admirable effects of temperature and characteristic spread.
If necessary the supply voltage can also be stabiliu-d (e.g. by means
of a uncr diode).

A Practical Class B Circuit
A basic push-pull transfortnerless output circuit is shown in Fig. 52,

wing a complementary pair of transistors TR2 and TR, and a driver
tramistor TR, Bias q. cwt voltage f r TR, and TR, is set by the
value of Itt (which can be a variable resistor) the value of which is
Ina than R2. This ,ond resistor acts to stabilise the bias supply.
Additional very low value resistors inurted between the eminent of
TR2 and TR, and the connecting point to C12 will improve 'hernial
stability. Alternatively, Rt could be paralleled with a thcrmistor.

Direct coupling of a transistor output to a low impedance load in
this circuit may seem a direct contradiction of previous explanations of
traniiitor characteristics (e.g. MI Chapter 6). The difference in this
case is that the transistors employed are power rtaruistors which
characteristically have a /ow output impedance and can thus be con-

onected
directly to a low impedance speaker without the need an

output transformer.
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59 A .mu Imo standard typo of circuit for a t.watt audio amplifier.
Component value:

FM -15 k ohm
Rs-t5 k Mm
12,-, Mtn

k ohm
k ohm

RS-S9 ohm
k ohm

R15-1 k ohm

Co -195 pP
C3-4doaP
C4 -3a0 td,

TRI-AC
TRa-AC .
11%.,-AC 127
TRH-AC to7
Loudapeakm: S ohm.
Supply:: 9 uold

Fig.. A atoll...CIItatil 10 fig. , but designed for y watts tmeput, using higher
tramiston. Component values:
Kt -/4t k ohm
Ro-tao k ohm

RS -47 k ohm
R4--9oo ohm
R,-oa ohm
R6 --an k ohm
127-15 ohm
R8-ybo
Ro-a.o ohm
RIO-. ohm
CI nY
Ca -o5
C3-.10 p,
C4-9.3

pV
TRt -BC 108
TRa -AC
.3-AC 176
TR4-AC
Loudspeaker: 6-16 ohms
Supply: on Wit.
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feedback is re -introduced via R3 to reduce the effects of spread in gain,
and thus distortion.

This form of circuit is capable of ..IIent performance with low
distortion. Transistor types are chosen according to the output power
requirements, which in turn determine the drive current required and
the degree of preamplifieation necessary. Component values given in
Fig. 33, fora 1 -watt amplifier, and in Fig. 54, Cora 3 -watt amplifier,
are typical of 'standard' design practice. hfore complex circuits are
demanded for high power audio amplifien, especially for Hi-Fi
working.

Sonic designs may also incorporate the soisont Nano/ potentiometer
in the amplifier stages. For minimum distortion this should be placed in
seri. with a flow of current, nomially iinmediately following the pre-
amplifier (first stage).

RC Amplifiers
An amplifier stage may be inserted after the tuned circuit to improve

the strength of the aerial signal, and thus the ressitisiry of a receiver, when
it is known as a prestinphfier. In this case, a basic amplifier circuit is
adequate, e.g. similar to Figs. 47 or 48-but wing an rf transistor. A
somewhat superior performance, again with simple circuitry, is given
by an FET amplifier-sre Fig. 73, Map.. t 1.

In practice, rf preamplifiers arc mostly used in sup.het receive.
tuning to frequencies of about 3o kHz or above (e.g. FM radio circuits)
because the signal-to-noise ratio inherent at these higher frequencies is
usually poor without some amplification of the original frequency. An
FET amplifier in this case u even more desirable than a conventional
transistor amplifier because of its inherently lower noise level. Pre-
amplifiers used in this context are generally known as preseleetors.

06

CHAPTER 8

REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS

Tq"ult:Tfieren'tivt'o rt;ccdpvLeiPTerksof o'pneraa and' v'e'ry
much simpler. Part of the ff reaching the detector is fed back and added
as a 'boom. to the incoming signal, resulting in a substantial increase mf
signal strength. Effectively this increases the oissinsio of the receiver
(as incoming signals are received at greater strength); and also increases
the Q e. Mr tuned circuit, and thus Me sehatinny.

This can be achieved by quite a simple circuit since the process of
detection and regenerative feedback can be accomplished using a
single rf transistor. In other words the trausister A worked both as a
detector for rectifier) and an amplifier. There are just two basic
requirements:

(i) The degree of amplification of rf achieved A proportional to the
amount of feedback. It is limited only by the amount of feedback the
transistor can handle without being excited into writ larion. Thus to
1LChieVe maximum gain it is necessary to introduce some sort of adjust
merit or control to give the maximum amount of feedback possible
without the transistor being driven to the piint of breaking into

(ii) It is necessary that the feedback be in phase wnh the, incoming rf
signal, otherwise it still have a cancelling rather than amplifsing effect
on this signal.

llir feedback signal can be coupled to the aerial circuit either

indurn:rf, or by a rapadan. Inductive coupling A usually preferred,
when the coupling coil .21 COIISiSl a I,w turns of wire wound on a
paper sleeve fitted to a standard tapped ferrite rod aerial ClIii -Fig. 55.
The complete front end' of a regenerative receiver is then as
shown in Fig. 56.

ty;lir'7nCi't"i'sit'i'afc.fy;s7ti7trier7 =iitC.71;qtersc:Vrcils.).'7th'
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tetra*. marl can
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tat. rod

ctsanta
aerial1

ed wire oa a scannas
d

Pri;Atna715:7741iptiia":1PPa
trartsnor. Companent raluat:

AI-. AI ohm (a. Ikber vJut, at round bcu by tat,
Atyykohm
C -tuning capacitor ia ataadard
Ctr-090 la.d brat by .0

-111 or aa

C4-Sao pP variable capacitor or trimmer
1 or roar

Lt. La-lasaclatd aerial coils on Garlte and
-ram. roll 0-5 turn. 46 saa. wire)

T.-.45. or Dear cquirakot
..PPIY: 9 vain.

REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS

the higher the performance characteristics the better. Current biasis

provided by resistor Ri, the ,aloe of which is dependent on tw choice
of trans.'s- type. Alternatively, min at rategohm potentiometer for
RI will enable the bias to be adjusted to match the characteristics of a
wide range of common low -power rf transistor typo. Lau the coupling
coil already referred to. Ra and Cy are the stabilizing components for
the transistor, e.g. typithlly

ato g k ohm for typical low -power tran-
sistors.. can be any value between a shF .d ao sIF (its actual value
should not be critical). The remaining component isthe goo pF
variable capacitor(Cy)includedasafeedback control. Actually
thereare two feedback innovate-this variable capacitor and the
coupling coil on the ferrite rod, the pcaition of which can be altered.

The complete 'front end' tam be coupledtoaconventional of
anthlifier (e.g. an Chapter y). However, itis not necessary to build a
complete circuit to check that the front end's working. If the detector/
regen. circuit is broken at poinu XX, and high impedance phones con-
ected here, one or two strong Stl10(13 should be received at listening

strength, using a g volt battery supply. The original circuit shows a
P -N -P transistor. Polarity must be revealed if an N-1,1 transistor is
used.

Checking out this circuit will nub. that itis working properly and
aho shows how adjustments are made. Capacitor Cy should be set to iu
mid position and an attempt made to tune into any broadcast station,
adjusting only the tuning capacitor in the aerial circuit (CI). Then
adjust [heparin. of the coupling coil on the fcrritc rod to give maximum
volume, readjusting the tuning capacitor as well, if necessary. If this is
uccauful. Ca should be adjusted forwards or backwards until the

transistor starts to oscillate or 'howl', then backed off just enough for
the 'hart. to disappear. Finally adj. Ct again until nmimunt volume
is heard. (Adjustment safCy will affect the tuning slightly, which is why
C thas to be readjusted).

If no signalis received at all, then the feedback signal is probably
out of phase. To correct this merely reverse the connections of the
coupling coil. Failure10 MASTany signal mold, of course, also be due
to a poor :aerial circuit used in an area where radio reception isweak.

If a signal is heard .t no adjustment of C., produce oscillation, the
coupling coil should be moved won the aerial coil on the ferrite rod to
tighten the coupling. Altmlatively if only a howl is heard with Cy in its
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mid petition, move the ooupling coil awry front the aerial coil until it
disappears.

Once the optimum position for the coupling coil has been found it
should be cement.' to the ferrite rod. The optimum setting of the
variable capacitor Cs may need readjustment when an of amplifier is
added to the 'front cod' to complete a working radio receiver.

57 Simple regenerative 'front end, not requiring a steam calk Ten point
marked is nor listening in with high impedance phone to check circuit for working.

Component value:
RI-I74 ohm
Ra ask ohm
CI-tuning capacitor in staodard aerial chatit
Gs- to pF or mpi, variable (alcapacitor)
.3-Csat
TR-oNagn6 or equivalent N.P. type
0-germanium point -contact diode
SuPPIY: P soh,

An alternative design of regenerative 'front end' it shown in Fig. 57.
This employs  transistor prwomplirrer followed by a conventional diode
detector, a proportion of the preamplifier output oho being tapped as
feedback. In this case the feedback b capacitive-coupled to the artial
circuit via  small to pF or m pF 'trimmer capacitor Ca. Again the
transistor used must be an rj type.

Adjustment in this case is similar, but simpler. Again highimpedonte

90

L'Ib;t`,47,t ;h"=77 r77,7,',77,p."7"Z
A t'' rPtr7.1points <an be connected to a to: out truant/net the wand., of which

feeds A low impedance speaker. Component mtluest
Rt -5. k ohm potentiometer C4-l.0 PF
lig--56o k ohm C.,-to nl,
1,3, k ohm Potentiometer C6 -4o al'
.4-41 k ohm C9-to al,

:g::rickott7
CR-4o nF
C9-390 nl'

R9-.9.a k ohm Cio-geo nR
RI3-99 k ohm 0-germanium pointeonta. diode
R9-47 k ohm 1.1, 19--Atandard aerial coils on ferrite
Rto-t.9 k ohm sod

:::-170
ohm L3-regen. coupling cod on ferrite rod

ld-i co turns on 99-49 Aw.g. enamelled
12, -too ohm wire on f. pdystyrene cod formes
R ig-to ohm with stns duo core
Ct -tuning ...doe in standard mein) 1.1,-AF t .9

cimult TR9-0C 9t
GI -.1, 02 oF TR9-0C13,
C3-490 9, Supply: 9 wain

Noz:1,,, adjusted 6, R And also the core of 14. 129 works AS  VOIle`
oon

9,
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CHAPTER g

THE SUPERHET

Tms superhorrodyne receiver or diperk4t works on the bath. of
combining the incoming pf signal with another high frequency

signal and extracting a 'difference signal at a fixed bransediste
Array (if). At the same time the of content of the original rf signal is
trarderred to the if signal frequency which now becomes a 'carrier.
The if output is then amplified at the intermediate frequency before
being passed to the &Odor. Only the 'front end' of de wither is
effected-the detector and subsequent audio amplifier stages being the
same as with simpler receivers except that the detector normally
operates at a higher input because of the preceding amplifier stages.

This 'front end. comprises a !oral carillalragenerating a high frequency
equal to the ,f carrier pbu the intermediate frequency, and  win, The
miser receives rf from the aerial tuned ciretut and rf plus if from the

The 'fined end.. an AM oupeshe, ravels. in lam diagiain roan. In the
caw of an FAI hired., the hist 'box' is an V araphhes ennneeting in a dipole
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local oscillator. From this it extracts the modulated if at an output,
which is passed to the if mnplifirt-see Fig. 59. It follows that the local
oscillator circuit must tune in step with the aerial tuned circuit, hence
each incorporates a tuned circuit ganged together. The mixer receives
a combined waveform as an input, the main component, of which are
dre original aerial and oscillator frequencies together with their turn
and difference frequencies. The dffrouee frequency A then preferentially
selected by the mixer tuned circuit and passed as an input to the if
amplifier.

gaudy the same working principle applies for AM and FM receivers,
except that the aerial signal for FM A normally received by a dipole
aerial and pre -amplified before being passed to thenixer, (e.g. lel
Chapter 2). The other main difference it in the choice of intermediate
frequency-,y, kHz for AM and 101 MHz for FM. Also the use of
more smgcs of if amplification is usually with FM (commonly three
uthea for FM as compared for two stages for AM). It can also be noted
that with AM the local oscillator A (almost) invariably tuned to a
frequency of .,70 kHz ahem aerial signal frequency. For FM, the
local oscillator may be tuned to toty M. above sr below the aerial
signal.

Self Oscillating Misers
The design and construction of practical local OXillator and mixer

circuits A considerably less complicated than a description of kw
they work) A single transistor can act both as [mid oscillator and
mixer, or as a itt(f-aleilleuiNg faith. A Mentally standard circuit for this
is shown in Fig. fa, together with a representative aerial tuned circuit
and inductive coupling. Correct tracking of the two tuned circuits
can be achieved using paddcr capacitors in parallel with the tuning
capacitors, or by the UM of tuning capacitors with specially shaped

anes.

The only real limitation of this circuit A that it is sensitive to
stray capacitance which can cause feedback from oscillator to aerial
cirecess. The pcusibility of this occurring can be eliminated by placing
a metal screen between the two sections, although this' not always
a complete solution. Stray capacitance can also arise from kads, so
all leads (particularly in the aerial section) should be kept as short as
passible. If an external aerial is coupled to the aerial circuit, then it
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THE SUPERHET

tuning.For bestresults,bothcoils of in< transformer should be
tunable.

Stage connections arc straightforward and followon the lines Mown
in Fig. 6. In high quality designs,however, filters may be interposed
between smges. Thesem, be pi.oclectric crystals or ceramic filters
manufactured to be nisonmt at the intermediatefrequency. The use of
such filters can improveif tuning and reduce noise. h should be noted
that such filters should be ofMapes, type, i.e. capable of passing the
necessary af bandwidth and not single -signal crystah, typical double-
tunedtwoodage if amplifier is shown in Fig. 63.

Fig. 6,Tno Au, of A npicalamplificr .1111 double.lunedtraruformen.
ApAn frorn bah prim, And smondary of ale tmnaformenum., .4 cirtullviriuggyig Fig. gg.

Automatic Gabs Coutrol
The sensitivity of aguperhe receivgi is inherently high in the Vaud

if stages. This implies that in thepresence of a strong AM signal exces-
sive amplification can occur in theif amplifier, resulting in 'clipping'
of the signal. Si....rf signal strengthin the aerial circuitmay
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Fig. 61 A basic ,s,o+plifier CosnP.,sli a thnIk
may be employed &fore the detector, e.g. sae Yig. 6,-

I,. 6a Two nage. of an if ansplitier circuit. showing th< standard method ef
by iron
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Vary ellOITGOUlly in strength from one Station . anmher, the possibility
of this happening is very real practice.

gipping, and thus distortion of the amplified signal, can be avoided
by applying automat,' gain towel (age) Whereby a proportion of the if
output is fed back to the front or the if amplifier to contiol the gain of
the first stage. My rise in signal osijad then automatically tenth to
reduce the gain at the input stage to compensate, and vice versa.

Fig. rµ Typical a ulc grin coattd lay) d upping a ryoponiun deac

There arc a number of ways this can be done, one of the simplest
being shown in Fig. 64. A feedback signal is tapped from the detector
and applied in series with the base -emitter voltage of the first if tran-
sistor, controlling the bias in proportion to the working voltage appear-
ing at the detector. The change in bias thus modifies gain (i.e. sedum
it with lacteal, detector voltage) in reverse proportion to the detector
signal, i.e. provides automatic gain control. The resistor lama a poten-
tial divider feeding the base of the first transistor and an be chosen to
bring the diode to its sharpest operating point, improving ill response

THE SUPERHET

to weak signals. Capacitor Cr is needed to eliminate rf and af volt-
agn in the cgs. signal.

The presence of f signals in the age voltage would reduce the
modulation depth of the incoming signal. Fqually, modulation must be
filtered out so that the age signal is in the form of a dr voltage with an
average component following the strength of the carrier. This means
that the time constant of the resistance and capacitance in the age
circuit must be 1011g enough for this to occur, but not so long that the
age cannot follow rapid variations in detector signal strength, par-
ticularly fading. Normally this calls fora fairly large value of Cr, 8 siF
being typical.

A thode can be added acrosa the first if transformer although this is
not strictly necessary. However it can substantially improve the gain
control performance by acting as a damping device to snake the circuit
accommodate a wider range of y input voltages.

Automatic gain control is not necessary with FM receivers since this
function is already performed by the limits. Sometimes it is added,
however, to improve the performance of the of amplifier; or a single
diode is added just ahead of the limiter to serve a similar purpose. What
is virtually a 'standard. design of AM sup erhet circuit is shown in Fig. 65.

Soperhet Alignment
A further problem always present with the comnuction of a superhet

receiver is alignmat of the if amplifier. TIM really demands the use of
a calibrated signal generator as well as a universal meter. The signal
generator should be capable of producing audio -frequency signals and
also the intermediate and radio -frequencies it is necessary to explore,
with pravision for modulation at audio -frequencies. Where of and rf
signal generators are employed the f generator should have an
impedance oldie order 01-600 ohms, which can be fed directly into the
top of the volume control of the receiver through a to I( ohm resistor and a
ImF isolating capacitor.

The sj generator should be of low impedance (of the order of 6o
ohms output impedance) and, in general, can be fed into the base of the
if transistor or mixer transistor via a co, kir capacitor.

Where a signal generator is available, the if stages and signal circuit
are aligned separately, in both cases using an output power meter or
m voltmeter connected across the speech coil (speaker terminals).
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THE SEPERHET

Wore attempting alignment the volume control should be set to a
minimum in order to use the lowers signal from the signal generator
consistent with a reasonable output, e.g. So milliwatsOE 1 volt 2LE011 the
speech coil. 11th avoids age action.

For aligning the if lugs the signal is set at the if (normally 470 kHz)
and usually applied to the base of the if transigors and mixer, in tam,
working backwash (i.e. starting with the last if transistor). The cor-
responding if transformer cores are, in turn, adjusted to maximum
output The signal is injected using a oS jiF capacitor and an lizoohm
resistor in series with the generator output lead and never applied
directly.

Having peaked die if transformers, the circuit is switched to medium
wave, the generator set to a typical low frequency (e.g. sso His) and
the oscillator trimmer adjusted for maximum output.

711e tutting capacitor is then set to minimum capacity and the
second (mixer) gang trimmer adjimed for maximum capacity. These
two stages are then retuned, necessary, 9, optimum moth.

For alignment of the signal citcuita no direct connection is made, but
the output or live terminal of the signal generator is cotinected to a loop
of wire consisting or two or three OATH approximaidy 7 to g inch in
diameter with a series resiuor in circuit of 430 or sgo ohms. The loop
should be situated about 24 inch from the receiver ferrite rod. Normal
procedure is then:

t. Set signal generator to a low m.w. frequency (e.g. 600 kHz)
and tune gang condenser to the corresponding position on the scale.
Adjust aerial coil position or atrial trimmer for maximum 01111721.

2. R012221 with the signal generator set to a high rn.w. frequency (e.g.
too kHz) and adjust swig condenser trimmer for maximum output.

3. Repeat operations 1 and 2 as theca,.
4. Switch to long wave, set generator to a typical frequency in alout

the middle of the Ive. band (e.g. zzo kHz) and adjust the lonprave
aerial coil position or trimmer for maximum output.

Where no signal generator b available, alignment must be carried
out using broadcast stations as the tour, of signab. If an output meter
with an impedance of around 29 0111E H available this should be con-
nected in place of the loudspeaker; , alternatively a high -resistance
voltmeter capable of reading 0-2 or o-3 volts ac can. connecutl urea
the speech coil to give a visual indication of output signal strength. If
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BUILDING AND DISIONINO TRANSISTOR RADIOS
neither type of meter is mailabk, the ontput signal strength must be
judged by ear.

t. Aerial and oscillator trimmers should be set to approximately the
mid -point of their travel and the tuning control then set to the correct
position fora local station, preferably in the middle of the rn.w. band.
Turn volume control to a rm.:imam. Adjust the oscillator core to bring
the station to the correct point on the tuning scale.

se. Tunt the receiver so that it is oriented in the direction which gives
bliniall011 signal strength. Adjust if transformer cores for maximum out-
put. (Note: if necessary, reduce the volume via the volume control to a
minimum audible signal before adjustment as it is easier to judge an
inoose in strength of a weak signal audibly than in strength
of a strong signal. A meter will give a more positive indication regard -
Jess of the original signal strength, but at high signal levels the true out-
put may be modified by the effect of oar action.)

3. Tune to the high end of the m.w. band, and adjust the
oscillator trimmed to bring the station into tune consistent with the
scale calibration. If this proves difficult or impassible, try adjusting first
with the aerial trimmer by the oscillator trimmer.

4. Tune to the low end of the m.w. band. It should be
possible to adjust for maximum signal by sliding the aerial coil along
the ferrite rod. If not, it may be necessary to adjust the oscillator trim-
mer to get agreement with the scale calibration.

5. Steps 3 and 4 must then be repeated until . optimum adjustment
is walked where adjustment of one end has no effect on the other.

6. Tuning on the long -wave bald is not likely to be critical .d it is
usually only flees:Wary to set tile tuning condenser to the calibrated
position and adjust the position of the long -wave aerial coil on the
ferrite rod to bring in the station at maximum strength (or adjust the
kng-wave aerial trimmer, if fitted).
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CHAPTER 10

INTERSTAGE CONNECTIONS

(COUPLING)

ANY radio receiver consists or individual gages connected together,
output to input, reading from the aerial to the loudspeaker (or con-

ventionally left to right on a circuit diagram). The method of con-
nection or coliplias may be by connection (direct coupling); via
a capacitor (rapaeitir4 coupling); or via a tramMriner (isidartrn coolisse-
see Fig. 66 for diagratnniatic representations. It A abo necessary that

taco steno

closet masol Ina Coneeas marling

MK*

tronac,mar com.n0 IrdsctIvo coupOtya

Fig. 66 row Mfferent types of inneatage coupling.

elope

the output impedance of tile .feeding' circuit matcher the input imped-
ance on the 'receiving' circuit. Thu may dictate the type of coupling
required. Alternatively impedance matching may be obtained by
adjusting the load impedance of the 'receiving' circuit. varying the
amount of coupling, or interposing an impedance -matching device.
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congunt 7T.m approximately too per ceot charge or Ico per cent dir.barge is

achieved in y times the time omsunt

Since two charge/discharge functions are involved, one positive and one
negative, the true charge/discharge time is one h. or 0.005 milli-
seconds.

Taking I oat ohms as typical of the input resistance fora low power
tmnsistor, i.e. base plus emitter voltage of n 000 ohms (rst Chapter 6),
the time constant for RC coupling is:
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time constant I oars xCx1 cr.
C x to'seconds

ntiliaeconds.'1'hul subetiwting in the equation

0., -Cx 10-
or C = coos microfaraM tem

Similarly, for passing an rf signal. say to moo kHz

C
0.15 X ,

omoo5nF or

This is contradictory to the general rule that 'the higher the value of
coupling capacitate better', typical values ranging from Soo ill.' to

to µF. However, use of a low capacity value, thus giving a lower time
constant, simply means that a smaller percentage of the of voltage will
be developed, and discharged, across the capacitor each cycle. In
other words, the efficiency of. transmission will be lower. The sample
calculations also illustrate that fora given value of capacitor, lower
frequencies will be transmitted with more of than higher
frequencies, confirming the original statement that rf coupling is

tolerable with of (provided the efficiency of coupling is not important),
but seldom used with rf because of the very low efficiency likely with
practical values of capaciton suitable for coupling duties.

Transformers
A transformer comprises, essentially, a primary winding and a

secondary winding on a core of magnetic material. The actual form of
the core governs the eddy current and hysteresis IOSSO. The conventional
transformer wound one closed core, giving a continuous magnetic
circuit, is not normally suitable for use with frequencies above about
ao kHz (i.e. above audio frequencies). Different forms of transformer
are required for the inductive coupling of rf circuits if escestise power
lows are to be avoided.

The ham Fazio of a transformer-or ratio of number of primary turns
to number of secondary, turns-govems both the voltage transfer ratio
and the current transit... rat,.

,o6

INTLIMA06 CONNELCTIO. (courts:so)

Secondary whose (Vs) w x Vp

Secondary current (Is) ess I4P-a x 1p

where Np - number of turns on prima, coil
Ns w number of turns on secondary coil
Vp = emf applied to primary
ip to current flowing through primary

coil
Is oa current Sowing through secondary

coil

The power transfer relationship is expressed by

Po=e x Pi
where Po to power output secondary

Pi w power input to primary
c efficiency favor (which is always less than r).

Normally a waraffirmer is designed to have a maximum efficiency at
a particular power output rating. Efficiency can then be expected to
be lower both at lower or higher output powers. However laws will
generally decrease with lower power, and increase with higher power.
Maximum power rating it determined by the maximum temperature
the windings and/or insulation can widmand, all energy Iowa in the
transformer being dissipated in the form of heat.

The designation primary and secondary is one of convenience only.
A transformer can be connected to work 'the other w, round', if
necessary, when the thecified primary beam. the secondary and vice
versa. Further types of transformers can also have a third Or ft.,
coil, e.g. UR Chapter 4.

Impedance
The impedance relationship with a transfurtner is calculated on the

basis of an ideal transformer without lasses This is generally satisfactory
in practice provided the design of the transformer generates enough
inductance to work with a low magnetic current at the voltage applied
to the primary.
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The basic impedance relationship then A

Zp - G4r x Zs
when Zp = impedance looking into the prim, connections

Zs impedance of load connected to secondary

For intpiclana titatihkg purposes, this formula can be rewritten

Ns L

In this case 7.1 is the same as above (i.e. impedance of load connected
to secondary); Zp becomes the primary impedance required to match;
and NpiNs the turns ratio required to produce this match.

A typical example of the application of this formula is the matching
of an amplifier circuit requiring a high impedance output load to a low
impedance load represented by a loudspeaker, using an output trans-
former. Suppose the load impedance required at the amplifier output
A 5000 ohms. This represents the primary impedance required. A
typical loudspeaker impedance A 8 ohms thus, for matching

4 - 'PT.°
= VG;- as

In other words, the primary winding of the transformer should have
times as many fund as the secondary minding.

Inductive Couplinag
Coupling by means of the mutual inductance between two coils or

inductive coupling works on a sirniLsr principle to that of a transformer,
but since any part a the magnetic field set up by one coil cuts the
second coil the simple transformer formulas no Ion, apply. Also the
degree of coupling achieved depends on the proximity of the two coils-
the closer they arc together the tighter she coupling, and vice versa.

The tighter the coupling the more the set-up operates as if the second-
, were simply tapped across the corresponding number of turns on
the prim,-Fig. 68. If the input circuit A tuned to resonance, then the

INTLPSTAGR COPINPCTIONS (COUPLING)

equivalent circuit is shown on the right where dm resistor represents
load resistance on the secondary soil with thr coupling roib effectively
working autotransformer.

EDE
looaa Uppt cowl!, nepivalent

In practice, by adjusting the number of turns on the secondary roil
and/or adjustment of the lighluel1 of the coupling, the ienpedancof
Mc tuned circuit can be adjusted for optimum operation of the circuit
for which the secondary is providing the input. For any degree of
coupling, maximum transfer of is obtained when the reactance
of the secondary coil is equal to the resistance of the bad. Reactance
can be calculated directly from the inductance of the coil and Me
frequency of the signal current, viz

Reactance (ohms) - are.
where Pb the beim., in IIx
and L is the inductance in hem,

Decoopling
The object a decultpliq is to prevent unwanted signals present in one

circuit or stage ora receiver being introduced in another stage. Usually
it is a preceding stage which may be effected by a feedback. Single stages
are normally commmly connected throughout to proside supply and
return lines from a single power source (i.e. the top and Itottom lines
in a circuit diagram). It is astern; that there is plenty of scope for the
transmission of 'feedback'.

Separation or decoupling of one stage from the previous stage can be
accomplished using a cotroller:1 offering high impedance to the
unwanted feedback. It mum he a conductive device to pass dr on to the

Iog



CHAPTER II

FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS

-rsts so effect transistors (FETs) are another group of semi -conductor
.r devices which differ substantially bolls ill construction and char-
acteristics from conventional transistors. In fart, about the only thing
they have ill common is that their power rcquirctnents arc low. licir
actual working characteristics are more like those of a therntionic valve
than a transistor.

guts

pato

dram

pots

courco w vourco

N-thannol FET P-cherneI FET

Fig. :0 read eRerr tranmton shown in d,a,rammaiir and rvml,nllc fomu.

Construction, in effect, takes the form a a channel of N -type or P.
type semi -conductor material enclosed for part of its length by a collar
of opposite type material. f/ne mid of the channel u called the marts
and the other end the drab,. The collar forms a guts-as shown in Fig.
7o. This diagram also annotates the 'ravisher symbols for ,,clantsel
and P-cholosel

In simple terms, the PET works as follows. Application of a voltage
I I I

DILDINO AND DIS/ONINO TRANSISTOR RADIOS

preceding stage, but resistant or to component at the frequencies that
have to be eliminated. Thus it could be an RFC choke, or more norm-
ally, a resistor. This series connected component is then usually associ-
ated with a capacitor effectively paralleled across the supply-Fig. fig.
Raistors can be surprisingly effective in t. respect as 'filters', with
decoupling completed through the capacitor. They can also serve
simultaneously as a voltage dropper when the preceding stage requires
a Iowa operating voltage than the following one. For example, the
output stage in a moderate or high power amplifier commonly requires
a higher operating voltage than the preceding stage.

nitlalce

naggicItor la anon
°havn Ilgo thla

777/7

0

,sge

Fig. 69Standard method of
d:::::d.i

ng precedinggtage Sam feedback of

In circuit designs &coupling components arc often easy to identify
by the fact that the capacitor is shown with an earth symbol immediately
belowit. This is done to avoid drawing a connection down to the
bottom line of the diagram crossing a number timber lines on the way.
The adjacent win connected resistor in the 'top' linewill then be
identified as the closely associated resistor (as in Fig. 6g right).

Similar considerations apply if the circuit design is drawn the other
way up to accommodate reversed supply polarities. Conventionally the
'top' line in a circuit diagram is made theline as regards the supply
polarity, and the 'bottom' line the common earth or negative line.
This convention cannot always conveniendy be followed.

II0
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across each end of the channel will cause a current to flow from source
to drain (with elettrons flowing from drain to source). Application of a

voltage to the gate so that the gate is negative with repect to the source
will reverse -bias the gate with respect to source, channel and drain,
causing a depletion layer to be formed (nu Chapter 5). Thu is equiva-
lent to creating a constriction for the current flow from source to drain.
The higher the gate voltage th greater the constriction, until eventually
the source -drain current is reduced to almost zero. Connections of
these two sources or mt., n c shown diagrall1111AlieRli, in Fig. 71.

L-

T
Stcltannol FET

I,. 71 Supply and Was associated with NKRannel and P.clunnd
FEU

Only a relatively small gate voltage is needed to effect a large source -
to -gain current change, so the device works as an amplifier with good
gain characteristics. Since the gate terminal is always reverse -biased,
the resistance between the gate and the rest of the device is very high,
i.e. an FET inherently has a high Upartssistaser, usually the order of t to

megohms. In this respect A is similar in characteristics to a triode
valve with the gate equivalent to the grid, the source equivalent to the
cathode, and the drain equivalent to the anode.

It is also a charuteristic of an FET that h has a very good per-
formance with high frequency signals, making A partirulady Mit abl c
for use in rf circuits. A further advantage for such circuits is that it has
excellent low noise characteristics.

112

FIELD EFFECT TAANSISTORS

The type of FET described is, in fact, more correctly called a junction
FET or JFET. These A another distinct type known as an insulated -
gate FF.T or IGFET. As A name implies, the gate 'culla, is insulated
from the channel by a very thin layer of insulating material. This has
. even higher input impedance, typically of the older of toe megohms
or more. It is 860 a more flexible device since either a positive or nega-
tive voltage can be applied to the gate. With a JFET, the polarity of
the drain supply is negative fora P -channel device and positive for .
11 -channel device, with the gate always reverse -biased (i.e. opposite
polarity to that of the drain).

Field effect transistors are also made with two gates-a ngmaf gab
and a control gate. These gates arc effectively worked in scrim. Such
devices Ad a particular application in rf and if amplifiers, a. mixers.
11, may be called MOSFETs, although this description ix also

applied to single -gate IGFETs.
It can also be mention. that FETs may be classified as deplaion

ma, or nulawaseat mole devices. The difference really refers to the effect
of applying the gate voltage. Drplaien node reduces or depletes the
current flowing through the channeL EnAmarient mode increases or
enhances the current flowing in the channel. 11102 JFETs always work
in the depletion mode, whereas IGFETs can be made to work either in
the depletion mode or enhancement Axle, depending on the polarity of
the gste mItage. Either types of FETs can be corsuructed which have
se channel as such, and thus no current flows with zero gate voltage.
Application of a gate voltage then causes a channel to be formed,
through which current flows. These .e therefore rev:wawa mat
devices.

Working Characteristics
Output characteristics of an FET are given in terms of drain voyage

Vp and drain current ID related to different vain. of gate voltage V 0.
The first two descriptions are synonymous with channel voltage and
channel current respectively, for which the alternative abbreviations
are sometimes used.

Vas - channel voltage (or voltage between drain and source)
I os m channel MIRED (or current between drain and source)
Gate voltage (Vo) is also sometimes quoted as Vos (gate -to -source

voltage).
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Characteristic curves arc sirnilar those of conventional transiston-

Fig. 7a. The main difference is that the curve tend to flatten out rather
less gradually, 'bottoming' voltage is higher, and drain voltages used
tend to be higher than transistor collector voltages.

6

pato Nebo,

to

den vet,
F13. Chanaverutic curves ars small VET.

hfutual conductance characteristics, as expressed in terms of channel
curronrigate voltage curve, are essentially simiLaz to those of valve
anode current/grid voltage CUM.

PET Circuit Iksiga
Th< desaiption appliet to FETs working in the depletion

mode, where the gtte voltage A always of opposite polarity to the a
the drain. A basic working circuit is shown in Fig. 73, where RG is the
gate bias resistor; RS is the stabilizing resistor associated with a cap -
ache Ca to form a stabilieng load; and R is the drain resistor or
drain load.

pola,iry would be tevaaed,bm the circuit
wicks ate discus., tbe text.

The required (negative) gate bias can be set by selecting the value of
RS to bias the source positively to the mgt.. extent. This will abo
tend to stabilize the channel current against any spread of FET char-
acteristics. Further stabilizing effect is produced by capacitor Ca in
parallel. Effectively, the higher the value of RS the better in providing
stability, although this will be at the expense of a loss of voltage through
the channel. Also, and even more significant, is the fact that cccmsive
gate bias maybe developed in this way. Hence RS is generally restricted
to a moderate value, although Ra could be added as shown to form a
potcntia/ divider to limit the gate voltage to the required value. This
is not a panicularly attractive solution as the value of Ra needs to be
substantially greater than RG, which itself is normally of the order of
to NI ohm.

With negative bias, gate current is normally zero. The pulps's< of
RG is to hold the gate at normal zero potential under that conditions,
hence the high value. F.,1211, capacitor GI is necessary to prevent a,
direct dr voltage reaching the gate from the input. If the signal source
contains no such direct voltage, then neither CI or R. are necessary.
An example of this is when an FET amplifier stage follows a tuned
aerial circuit, when it can be directly coupled to that circuit if preferred.

An example of a highperformance circuit utilizing the favourable
I t,
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VIRUS IIIPICT TRANSISTORS

characteristics of an FET is shown in Fig. 7g. This is a FIIFi FM tuner
circuit (by 1.1.0, and also illustrates application of the basic FET
circuit deign features just described. The aerial input circuit is tram -
former -coupled to the input of the FET, ditpensing with the need for
a coupling capacitor. Lk is provided by a voltage divider
for the gate and a source resistance of 68o ohms. The following circuitry

a conventional mixer -oscillator, which in turn would be followed by
an if amplifier and audio amplifier.



CHAPTER 12

MISCELLANEOUS CIRCUITS

Tone Controls
In its simplest form a control is an element, tuned circuit
comprising a resistor and Capacitor in series applied across the prim,
of the output transfortner, or the output. h is designed to be lutuble.
over the audio frequency range to be covered, the resistor normally
being the adjustable component.

Fig. 11 Element, tone control circuit applred ..10 Ihe output tratulocrtier.

Either a 5 k ohm or to k 011111 potentiometer can be used for the
resistor, associated with a capacitor of about I pr to so pr. This will
give a reasonable tone control effect of audio frequency signals up to
the order of about s o 75. Its effect on thc quality of reproduc-
tion will be fairly poor, but that is not necessarily significant with a

lowpowet AM receiver with a small hodspeaker.
g

t111110ELLANLOU11 CIROW',

A by form of simple tone control thown in Fig. y6, consisting
of a series resonant circuit for treble cut and a parallel reso.nt circuit
for bass CUL Each has its own separate control via a pr.nthuneter,
Mid -frequencies should be little affected by adjustment of either or
both treble and bass controls.

1, Mgt '111140e di f this type
would bat the input of the audio amplifier (i.e. between a detector
rod amplifier), and A A especially suitable .r use with conventional
4 -transistor audio amplifier circuits commonly us. on low and
medium power rrieivers which employ feedback over two or more
Ana.. It it 1 type or control aml thus cronot introduce
instability inb following amplifier drouits.

Considerably more elaborate tone controls are used in Hi. circuits,
the object being l0 achieve a Stlbstantially Aresponse curve °Vet the
Middle frequency range with increasingly progressive boon and cut
towards each end frequency. T. circuits may be of 'passive' type (e.g.
Barondall), or 'active' tye. The latter are normally based on frequency -
dependent feedback networks by h base and colloctor of a
transistor and therefore cannot be us. in preceding circuits which
themselves incorporate feedback without risk of introducing instability.

Power Supply
It is often none convcnient-or eCOUUttlie-I0 power a transistor

radio from the ntaith rather than dry batteries. Tlth requires a separate
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MISCISLLANBOU. CIRCUIT/

example, if a ,y -volt output is required the 'voltage' multiplication
eharactenstres imply that transformer output voltage x 1.3 = 12, or
a transformer step-down ratio should give 12/1.9 = 9.23 volts, say
to volts. In practice the actual output voltage is not critical, provided
it or the resulting load current does not exceed the ratings of the semi-
conductor devices powered by this circuit. Neither is the choice of
smoothing capacitor value particularly critical, provided it is of the
order 01'100 uF, or greater per Walt output.

Tuning Meter
A tuning mtar or signal meter indicates the strength of the signal into

which it it being tuned. h also serves . a tuning 'Wk., maximum
meter reading indicating the optimum tuning for that particular station.

01 600,K than 10 K ohm

Fig. 79 Tuning 0u:hauler circuit. Dec diode (0,) can be Any type *reunitem
wine -contact pretax4,.

The obvious point to measure a signal strength u at a 'tapping' point
in the detector stage, so arranged that it draws.* aMininlAi current
and thus does not degrade the signal strength. A suitable high resistance
circuit is shown in Fig. 99, feeding a microammeter. A small proportion
of detector current is tapped by this circuit, rectified by the diode Dt
and further filtered by the resistor and capacitor. High circuit resist -

is provided by the I o k ohm potentiometer, which further acts .
an initial adjustment to set the metes at zero with the set switched on,but in the ah.n. of a signal. The mace itself should have a o -to

tar



BUILDING AND DESIGNING TRANSISTOR RADIOS

tnieroamp range. A miniature edge.type meter is usually preferred kir
compactness.

It is also possible to !tap' the (qt. line for a tuning meter current (e.g.
in superhets), only in this case A is usual to employ a transistor to
amplify the variations in agf voltage and measure the changes in the
collector current.

Bettery Condition Indicator
Battery oandition can be indicates! by a paralleled circuit comprising

a resistor and n milliammetre or m icroarnmeter-Fig. 80. The value of the
resistanu and met. rang< is chosen to give a full range leading at

decesoliro
capacitor

I

Switch, 1

Switch 2

Fig. So auk battcry-condition indicator citvoiL

muimum battery voltage, this reading falling as the camdition of the
battery deteriorates. The value R ran thus be cakulatni from:

R
n,nnininnbattery

voltage
in nnip.

Thus, using , 0-t milliammeter associated with a g -volt battery

0.009

= 000 ohms.

This high resistance circuit, drawing only I milliarnp at a maximum.
could be kit in circuit rontinously. It is generally advisable, however.
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to isolate the battery condition circuit with a separate switch Sa. It is
then only operative, i.. indicating battery thndition-when Sa is

depressed. With this arrangement it is also practical to use a lower
resistance circuit, c.g. to accommodate a 0-5 Mafia, matt.

It should be noted that battery voltage under bad (with St and S2
closed) will tK less than the nominal battery voltage. Once the battery
voltage falls to less than. per cent of the nominal voltage under load
in the case of carbon -sine cells, the battery has deteriorated to a stage
where A should be replaced. Lowering of supply voltage in a transistor
receiver normally inttoduces distortion, further aggravated by turning
up the volume control to compensate for the loss of output signal
strength.

A more practical form of battery condition indicator A, therefore, to
use a potentiometer for R (e.g. a to k ohm potentiometer in the example
above), so that with a fresh battery the meter can be adjusted initially
to give full scale reading under load. The meter scale is then :narked
at . per cent full scale-at og milliamps in the ease of a o-i milliamp
meter. As long as the meter reads in the range 8o per cent -zoo per rent
full scale reading (i.e. between oft -Po milliamps in the e.mple quoted),
the battery is in 'good' cons... Any reading below the . per cent
mark indicatu that the battery needs replacing.

Impedance Matching Networks
The simplest eqe of impedlnce matching is by an I, network. The

left hand circuit shown in lg. Stu applicable when the desired
impedance Ria u gruffer t yes the load revi.v.tn, e R. The sr. owl

in
groats Man R



CHAPTER 13

CHECKING RADIO CIRCUITS

AUrtiVeil:, ureter if the chief tool used for checking Or testing

transistor circuits. It should be capable of reading voltages up to
as volts and currents up tot amp or amps. For voltage measurement
it should have a resistance of at Imst so,000 ohms per volt; and for
resistance measurements an output terminal voltage of not more than
t.5 volts, as a higher voltage could damage transistor or electrolytic
capacitors when the meter probes are applied to the circuit.

A de voltage check across the emitter resistor of each trandstor pro-
vides . almost COIllpirte check on the de conditions and will show up
such faults as component failures or open -circuit joints, and also the
stage at which the fault present by the wrong voltage reading at that
stage. The fault can then be expected to be confined to components in
this stage, which can be checked individually if the fault A not AppO/Clit.
If individual resistors need checking, it is best to isolate the compon-
ents) for test by unsoldering dm connection at one end. If *Ids is not
readily possible or desirable, e.g. there may be a number of components
to test in the stage, the stage transistor (and the stage) can be isolated
by unsoklering the base lead of the transistor. A heat ink should be
used in order to avoid heat damage to the transistor and eatr the base
lead should be removed from the circuit.

Capacitor faults will not show up on T dr check, unless the capacitor
is shorbeircuited. In this case the fault will disappear (as far as de
voltage measurements are concern.) as soon the faulty capacitor is
disconnected. By-pass capacitors can be checked for open-cirrnit
faults by temporarily shunting with a µF capacitor. If this produces

increme in volume with the set switched on, the original capacitor
is Cilia, faulty or of wrong value.

The at working of a receiver can only be checked satisfactorily by
signal injection. Standard procedure is to feed an audio -frequency into
the audio section of the receiver. starting from the output stage and
working backwards towards the detector. If all the audio stages work
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diagram shows the circuit which can be used when the desired imped-
ance Rt. is less than the load resistance R. The following calculation.
aPPIY:

Rt. greater titan R

R. la. than R:

=X'RR.-R
Xe

Qof circuit = Xafft or Rw/Xc

Xs

Xe = R it. R.
Qof circuit -X sfRia or Ms
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satisfactorily, the if stag,* arc similarly tested with the signal generator
set to the intermediate frequency, modulated with an audio -frequency.
Finally the radio -frequency stages can be tined by injecting a radio -
frequency signal modulated an audio -frequency.

In other words, CO tell the working of the complete receiver .
appropriate signal is injected at each stage in turn, starting with the last
stage and working back to the front end. The faulty stage will show up
as the fast one which dots produce any increase in the audio -
frequency output, or yields no final output at all. The necessary signal
is usually best injected into rise base of the appropriate transistor (i.e.
that particular stage transistor), via a suitable resistor in series to
ensure current drive. A suitable 'Mille of resistor A to kilohms. Haring
found the faulty stage it is then necessary to check the component.
involved, in turn, in order to determine the source of the fault, e.g. it
could be nothing more than a faulty coupling capacitor.

s6
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Other books by R.H. Warring

MAKING TRANSISTOR RADIOS:
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE
This book covers just about every type of transistor radio receiver
which the amateur can tackle, and develops these from the basic
crystal set to the advanced superhet model. Each stage has been
carefully illustrated with the author's own line drawings.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO CONTROL
Ideal for the model builder who wishes to understand the elements
of radio control operation; how to install it, how to make the most
practical use of it, and how it works. The book has been extensively
revised to take into account the latest multi -channel proportional
equipment for use in model ships and aircraft.

HAM RADIO: A BEGINNER'S GUIDE
An introduction for the enthusiast, covering the whole field of
equipment, maintenance, transmission, the 'language of
the air' and licensing arrangements.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS

R. H. Warring introduces the reader to the meanings of technical
terms and symbols used in electronics and gives an easy -to -follow
survey of basic circuitry. Among the projects covered are automatic
flashing lights, burglar alarms, sun -powered radios, electronic
organs, amplifiers, hearing aids, oscillators and radio control
transmitters.

MAKING YOUR OWN ELECTRONIC GADGETS

Following the great success of Beginner's Guide to Practical
Electronics, this book takes a slightly more advanced look at
electronics for the hobby enthusiast. The projects bring into use all
the latest types of semiconductors, including FETs and integrated
circuits.
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